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. ASSTRAC'l'

The airgap h�nics are generated due to windings and var.iations
in the airgap. Stator-rotor slotting, effects of satur.ation and airgal'
eccentricity are identified as major soure.es of ai.rga, asyumetty. In
this thesis, the airgap MMF and permeance functions are expressed as

cosine waves. Using a step by step procedure, the airgap field barmonic
components are derived. The. analysis is based on the permeance method.
Tb� method delivers detailed infqraaatiOtl about the ha=onic frequencies
and corresponding pole pd.rs.

In order to venfy' the vaUdity of ·the analYSiS, extensive

experimental investigations were carrie.d out on a medium size (10-hp)
cage induct1:on motor. A test-rig was designed and fabricated in such
a manner that the airgap eccellt-ricity can be set to the required value.
The signals derived from the search-coils loeated in the narrow stator
slot openings were analyzed with the help of a spectrum analyzer and
oscilloscope. The·harmonic frequenci.es were stu.died· at diff·erent
operating conditions. Further, the analysis provides information about
the dominant airgap haD'llOnics, the effect of field frequencies and the·
effect of saturation on the field waveforms.

The thesis also presents an experimental analysis on the nature

of airgap harmonic fields in the presence of stationary ecc:entricity •

. Of particular interest is the phenomenon of t�.1al-shaft-f1ux', which
is produced in the presence of an. eccentricity. ·A brief ck,scription
is given about the shaft-flux.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The Squirrel Cage Induction Machines are known for their low

cost, simplicity and robustness. The design, construction and test-

ing methods of these ..chines' have improved considerably over'the

years. However, still further understanding is required in certain

problems. This is particularly true in regard to the airgap field

harmonics. '

1. The Harmonics

The magnetic fields present in the airgap other than the

fundamental are called harmonic fields. The airgap harmonics are

generat.ed due to windings, and variations' in the length of the airgap51.
"

, �
The stator and rotor slottings are responsible for the slot harmonics •

3 36
'

Several authors' h,ave reeognized the saturation as a source of

additional harmonics. The airgap eccentricity problem was studied by
,

'

1 3 33
'

investigators ,., as an additional harmonic source, responsible for

,th,e prodUction of extra noise and vibrations.

1. 2 The Importance of Airgap Harmonics

The effects of harmonic 'fields are of great importance in

deciding the suitability of motor for a particular application. The

designer of the induction motors is still saddled with a risk factor

in handling the additional effects produced by the harmonic fields.

Some of the undesirable effects generated by the harmonic fields are
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1.3.3 Saturation

Modem induction machines are designed with some. degree of

.saturation in their magnetic circuit. Space, weigh.t, standard

punchings, and other economical factors may necessitate desi�

compromises which result in high saturation. Saturation may also

occur when a machine is operated at higher than rated voltage, or

lower than rated frequency -.

Saturation is very complex phuomenon. S.uperposi tion t.ecbni

ques which are used for the determination of the harmonics, cannot

be used because of the nonlinearity introduced by magnetic satura-

tion. The· resultant airgap flux wave usually has a flat top, the

flattening beco18S more· p-ronow.ced as the. flux is inc.reased. This

wave can be expressed as a fundamental. sine waVe together with a

.

336
series of harmonic waves, which are called the saturation harmonics '.

•

1.3.4 Eccentrieity

In any rotatin.g machine if there is a shift of the geometric

centre of the rotor from that of the stator, then the machine is

said to possess eccentricity. In gene�al, stationary and rotating

. eccentricities are met in practicel,20,35,49,53.
a) Stationary eccentricity: If the rotor-shaft assembly

is stiff and if there is a displacement in the rotational centre with

respect to the geometric centre of the stator-bore then this is

known as stationary eccentricity. Under such conditions, 1a1:'ger

and smaller airgaps are created in the airaap as shown in Fig. 1.1.

b) Rotating eccentricity: If the rotor is eccentric with

respect to the. shaft, and the bearings are concentric with· respect
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Rotor
.

o· J.
..

�
0"

. T

Fig. 1.1 Stator and rotor eccentricity

gE
- displacement

0' - stator centre

0" -. rotor centre



to the stator, then the centre of rotation changes at every instant.

The rotor is subjected to whirling. Such situations give rise to

rotating eccentricity.. For a stationary' observer from the stator,

the minimum and .maximum airgap will rotate at rotor speece

Eccentricity. can be caused during manufacturing process

or during operation of a machine.over.pro10nged periods of time.

Some of the causes which lead to the ecce.ntricity are outlined

b 1 1,20,21,55
e ow •

1. Dimensional tolerance of machine components.

2•. A revolving point of minimum airgap can be caUsed

by a.symmetnes· such as a bent shaft, or dynamic

unbalance combined with a'weak. shaft.

3. Bearing a clearance.

4. Oval shaped frames.

5. Inaccurate positioning of stator o't' ro·to-r •

.

6. Radial load on sleeve bearings and. wear.

7. Excessive belt-tension on shaft--extension or mis-

aligned shafts induce deflection or torsional

moments in the rotor.

8.

9.

.53
Dynamic unbalance in the rotor •

. l7
Mechanical resonance at critical. speed' •

10. Unbalanced.ma.petic p�11,12�13,11,25,29,49,52,55.
The above causes are applicable to all .ror�ting·machines.

In synchronouS machines, the airgap lengths are consider

ably larger compared to those in induction machines •. Basically

synchronous machines are separately exeited and an increased airgap
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can be accommodated by an increase in excitation current. But in

the case of cage motors, the excitation is supplied through the
,

-

stator' and an attempt to increase the airgap length will result in

more magnetizing current, poor power factor, more heating and less

output for the same frame size.
-

Hence, the airgap lengths are kept

at optimum values in cage motors. So, the induction machines are

-

very sensitive to chanses in airgap length. Typical airgap lengths

of some synchronous and induction _chines are given in Table (1.1).

- Table (1.1)

Typical Airgap Lengths

Machine Aira:aD Lenlfth in DUll

Ratirur lriduction Machirie Synchronous Machine

5kVA 0.3 - 0.4 - 2-3

50kVA 0.5 5

l50MVA 1 - 2 25-35--

The presence of eccentricity gives rise to additional

harmonics, which are responsible for the following effects:

1. Unbalanced magnetic pull.

2.
_ 19 46

Parasitic torques
'

•

Additional vibration and noise3,20,21,35,53.
Deduction il.n - critical speed of the rotor17•
Increased losses�,45,57 •.5.

6.

-

2 50 52 56
Shaft-voltages and bearing currents' , ,

•

Hence, the- effects of eccentricity on a cage motor cannot



be underestimated' and it n�eds careful investigation in order to

reduce its harmful effects at design stage.

1.4 Means of Reducing tbe Harmful Effects of Airgap
Harmonics

There are several approaches to bring down the harmful

effects of airgap harmonics. Some of the methods suggested by

various authors are outlined below.

a)
. 3

To use lower operating current and flux densities.

\
This will naturally lead to the reduction in the amplitude of the

harmonics and the add!tional effects. Unfortunately, this approach

is in contradiction to the optimization techniques.

b) Use of fractional slo.t windillgs39,5l�
c)

33
An increased airgap . usually decreases the harmful

effects of �t of the harmonics at the expense of power factor.

d) Farallel windings have been adopted as a means of
.

.' .

33 49
unbalanced magnetic pull, Vibration and noise '

•

20 33
Pa-rallel windings with equalizers '

•

reducing the

e)

f) Skewing is an accepeed method of reducing the harmonics

.;. 39 51
.

and. barmful effects of harmonics '
•

The above approaches have their own limitations •. Actually,

a better way of minimizing the harmful effect·s due to harmonics is

to conduct· a detailed analysis of the total design of the machine.

In. view of the above facts, tbe identification and reduction of

the harmonic contents in a machine with stator and rotor slotting,

safiiration '. and' .

airgap eccentrici ty are fundamental importance �
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1.5 The Problem

By and large, modern electrlcal machines are designed to

.

operate in the saturated region mainly due to economic reasOl!ls. Due

to unavoidable manufacturing· and assembly tolerances, there is always,

to some degree, a nonuniform airgap in an electrical machine. The

problem is particularly s·ignificant in small and medium machines

where the airgap is relatively small •

. Further·as discussed earlier, to identify and reduce the

harmonics, a detailed engineering analysis has to be carried Qut.

It is realized that the design will not identify the actual origin

of the problem, but an analysis of the airgap field harmonics will

certainly lead to be:tte.t mlderstanding of the associated· p.roblems.
8 15 37

Earlier, various authors' .' have investigated the airgap

harmonic field of a machine with uuiform airgap at the operating

·point. In this approach, the presence of all kinds of airgap

harmonic frequencies act simultaneously and this poses problem in

the identification of the origin of harmon:f.cs•. So, a step by step

approach is followed to evaluate the airgap liarmonic fields in

this thesis. Further, an eXperimental study was done by
.

.

. simulating the· mliform anl non-mliform airgap conditions· on a

test-rig. SummariZing, the object of this thesis was to:
.

1. Evolve a step by step analytical method for the

determination of airgap field harmonic frequencies of a cage motor

taking into accomt the effects of slotting, saturation, stationary

eccentricity and rotating eccentricity.
2. .Fabricate a test-rig to vary the airgap of the case
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induction· motor and experimental arrangements to study the airgap

harmonic fields.

3. Verify the airgap field harmonic frequencies of the

machine with uniform airgap 'and eccentric airgap, using a

systematic approach.

4. Acquire a physical understanding of the harmonic ampli

. tudes, effect of harmonic frequencies and saturation on the field

waveforms using"a qualitative analysis.

5 • Study the pheno1ilenon of the axial-shaft-fl.Ult wlUch is

produced in the presence of airgap eccentricity.



1.2

2. TEST-lUG FOI. INVESTIGATIONS ON EFFECT OF NONUNIFORM
AII.GAP CAUSED BY ECCENTRICITY

2.1 Introduction

lhe airgap of an induction motor is usually very small and it is

therefore very difficult to maintain uniformity of the airgap as discussed

in earlier sections. The nonuniformity in the airgap caused by

eccentricity pr04uces additional effects. These additional effects (such

as. unb.alancecl ..,.tic pul1�' harmon,ic tor,qJJ.e8� ·s.haft �.olt4ges, e·tc.) have

been the subject of a number of theoretical investigations over the past
2

several decades • It has been observed that many of the solutions put

forward to reduce the harmful .effects are contradictory in nature.

Unfortunat.ely, there have been only limited at·tempts by investigators to

verify the theoretical solutions through experimental results. Under these

circumstances, the engineer who intends to reduce the harmful effects at

design stage is left to chose the solution which he thinks is most

appropriate. Such an attempt may even lead to an uneconomical or poor

desi.gn.

In general, the effect of nonuniform airgap caused by the eccentricity

cannot be . studied by using the motor as it. is. Further, it is real ized

that the information obtained from a single airgap setting is not

sufficient to make any decisive conclus101lS. Furthermore, the statistical

study on a large nUmber of motors in a manufacturing' industry or utility

suffer from the same drawbacks. In order to verify the theoretical results

.,and. identify .t·ne lilnit.tions, the exPerimental results serv'e as sign-posts

in this complex problem. For the purpose of a detailed study, there is a

need to design a special test-rig, although t,he fabrication may be
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expensive and even time consuming.

2.2 Features of· the T�st-rig

Apart from continuous variation iu the airgap, the test-rig should

meet the following requirements:

1. Rigid end-supports to accommodate the bearings and to maintain
.

the·rotor-shaft assembly axis parallel to the base-plate.

2. Provision to move' the sta.tor up and down in the vertical
direction alone, keeping the rotor-shaft assembly undisturbed.

3.• ·Prov.·is.iou. :to ..·.aintain·.: the . ·.s.e·C
..

eecEm,t,ri.city '. during . the

experimental oPeration.
4. Aecess to the airgap on either side of tbe motor for inspection

and measurement. Radial airgap leng·ths are measured with the

help of feeler gauges before and after experimental
investigations.

5. To stu4y th� shaft-flux, prov·:,:s.10n should be made to isolate the
shaft electrically and magnetically from the base. Also' there
should be a provision to' bypass the shaft-flux to the ·base.

The test-rig was desi.gned and fabricated keeping in mind the ab.ove

aspects.

2.3 Principle of Operation

In order to understand and appreciate the manner in which the test-rig'

is working, it is necessary to outline the basic principles behind it. It

is realized that varying the motor airgap in terms of fractions of a

millimeter is an intricate job. This is achieved by employing the

principles of simple cla.sical machines-the wedge and screw'.

The wedge is one .of the simplest and most useful m4chine-. element.

used as a means of small adjustment in the position of a body or as a means
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of applying large· forces .• It is well known that the wedges are largely

dependent on friction. When sliding a wedge, the resultant force on each

slicling surface of the wedge will· be inclined from the normal to the

surface by an amount equal to the frictional force, which is always in the

direction eo oppose the motion of the wedge. The weclge is serf locking and
5

it is withdrawn by a pull and driven by a force. In the present case, the

stator position is adjusted by applying forces to a pair of wedges. As

untioned earlier, the vertical up and down movement ·of the stator sets the

required ecc.entricity· in the airgap.

the force is applied to the wedges by employing the principles of the

other popular simple machine-element, the screw. A screw may be thought of
5

.

simply as.n inclined plane· wrapped around a cylinder. A nut on the screw

when rotated by a revolution moves by a distance. This is equivalent to

tranalating the nut up an inclined plane by a·· small height,· called· the

"pitch of the screwfJ •

.In brief, the operating principles of the test-rig can be sU1D1llarised·

as followi:. ·The stator is mounted on a base-plate and this assembly is

seated on two separable wedges which are linked by an adjusting stud. At

one end of the stud there are right-hand threads mating with one of the

wedges; the other end has left-hand threads mating with the second wedge.

The stud is provided with a head for adjustment. Wh.en the stud is turned

in a clockwise or ant.iclockwise direction. the two wedges are pulled closer

or pushed away. respectively. ·This procluces corresponding· up or down

movements 0.£ the ..stator •



2.4 CQnstructiQnal Features.
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TO' understand the working Qf th� test-rig, the cQnstructiQnal features

are discussed. Different comPQnents emplQyed in the fabricatiQn, th�

mate.rials used, their functiQn are described in the fQllowing •.

2.4.1 End-'suPPQrt Assembly
..

- .....-.__

The conventiQnal �nd-cQver;�)Qf the mQtQr are replaced by .Jend�8upport
--_ ... _*._ .. *-_

........

assemblies •. This is required due to' sev·eral reaSQns. Th� first reaSQn

being to' get access to' the' airgap for inspectiQn and measurement •

. SecQndly," the mechanical cQ�ection between the stator and rQtor is to' be
.. _--, ......... "_."

�-'�"., '�'---"""-*' -

__
-

...._
.. -- ....---

elilninated. This is nec:essary to' keep the rQtQr- shaft assembly axis fixed

and to' mQVe the statQr assembly in Qrder to' change the airgap. Thirdly, it

is necessary to' achieve the electric ·and magnetic iSQlatiQn. Qf the

bearings. This is dQne by using bearing insulatQrs and magnetic. bypass.

The end-support .assembly cQnsists Qf �e·at:.�}l$._ .. !.����t2-T..!.L_��!l:.:iy_ C:2.!.��'
........--.._.__...._. � ......... �......_.. • ..

,,_.
" ·'4 .. ••• " ...... ¥ ... ,' .....

•

shaft-flux sensing CQil, shaft-vQltage-cQllectQrs and end-suPPQrts. The

details Qf the comPQnents are given belQw.

�
..

,

......-�--.....
-,

�"

�),���_�.�_)nsulatQrs: to' prevent the flQW Qf currents thrO'ugh the

bearings when the machine is in QperatiQn, bQth the bearings are'insulated

with nylO'n hQusings. The bearing-:i�sulatQr(A) is accommod.ated in the

end-suppO'rt. The variQus comPQnents are shO'wn in Fig.l.1 and Fig.2.2. In

Fig.2.2 the bearings with 'insulatiQn are shown clearly as (A). In Fig.2.1

the hQusing which accommodates the bearing with insulatQr is shown as (C).

b).Bear ing. eevers : As mentioned·earlier, the original end-cO'vers Qf

the motor are removed in Qrder to' provide access to' the airgap, which
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. exposes the bearing races to the external environment. To protec·t the

bearings from dirt and moisture, the bearing·s· are provided wi th· special.

coVers. 'lbe conventioual mild steel or cast iron bearing covers are

replaced by covers made out of insulation to prevent the flow of bearing

currents through the base •. The two bearing covers are shown in Fig.2.2 as

(B).

c)Shaft-fla sensing. <;.o��� In·.�4.���iQ\\Jilac� an axial fluX··i·ll·the
.. ".. ..... ";'" '_ ..... �

.... '.
. , "

·sha-ft can arise -under ·.e.r���� q�l;�"f!f��",�: ��4. flux induces a voltage
.

'. :,:;:" ...., .. " .� l-." ..'� ·.to··.·.. .�....... " "

in the rolling element.s. of the bearing,when the shaft is in motion. To

study the nature of axial flux, a sensing coil (D) around the shaft is

provided. in
.

the test..rig.· The coi.! is W()uud on a nylon b.ob-bin and it is

mounted on the beari1l8 cover such that .there is enough clearance. between

. the
.

shaft and the'. coil.' .'1'be. 30.tvrn se.sing coil is made up of SWGI30,

enamelled copper wire 'an4. is wound concentric around the bobbin. 'lbe ends

·of the coil are couec-teCi·· to a spe-cial termiRal board provided on the

motor. The sensing.coil·i. shown in l'ig.2.1 a. (D)�

d) Shaft-voltage collectors:. AS the eccentricity increases, a part of

the rotor core flux' around the smaller airgap region is diverted due to

local saturation. The diverted flux links the shaft circuit � By Faradays'

law, . there will be an induced voltage in the single turn formed by the

shaft, bearing suppOrts. and the base. This voltage is called

shaft-vol tage. In addition to saturation effect, there are several other

factors wllicll contribute towards the shaft-voltage. The voltage can be

·measured across the shaft with the help of a voltmeter. Since the shaft is

in' motion,. a voltage: collector arrangemeut is required. The shaft-voltage

collector consists of an insultated brush holder, a spring, a brush, a
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collector lead, attached to the brush and a stationary support to hold the

·bruih box. Two such collectors are mounted on the end-supports for the
2

measurement of the shaft-voltage. Carbon brushes are generally not

desirable since they have nonlinear voltage-drop characteristics.

Therefore, brass brushes were empl�yed, whose voltage-drop characteristics·

are better than carbon brushes.

e) End-s.upports: The eoa.ventional .end-shields are replaced by
.

end-supports
.

as . ·mentioned. e.aflier.·
.

the eD4·su.pports keep the axis of the

. rotor-shaft assembly fixed at a desired position and parallel to the base.

End-supports are. made frOlll a material which is magnetic insulator, namely
.

brass in the present case. With this arrangement, the shaft flux cannot

close its path· through the end-supports. -.ad the base. The insulated

bearings(A),
.
beariag covers(B). shaft-flux-sensing coil(D), and the

sha£t�voltage coUeetors. are 1IOUuted
.

on
.
the eD:d-s�pport. Both the

end-supports are secured . on the· fi.x�-ba8e·· of the motor assembly.

Bearing-currents through the base. are preveGted by the insulation around

the bearing.

f) Magnetic bypa.s� In order .ee study tJ;le shaft-flux and voltage, the

shaft-flux is allowed to close its path through a magneti.c attachement on

either side of the end-support. The magnetic bypass is a mild steel plate

split in the middle, which cu be slid into the assembly by the side of the

end-support and secured. The magnetic bypass is shown in Fig.2.1.

The two end-supports are mounted and guided on the fixed
•• ¥ , ��',

•••••

base-plate(R) as in Fig.2.3. The rotor-shaft assembly is mounted on the

end-supports and its axis is maintained parallel to the base-plate. The
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F.g. 2.3 Base. plate components of the test-rig
(Pl - MoveaDle base

(Q) - Wedge
(R) - Fixed base
(S) - Screw head

.



···.;0·
entire assembly consisting of rotor and end-supports 1.8 supported from the

base-plate and will not change its position under normal operating

conditions.

2.4.2 Base-plate Assembly

In practice the motor is secured to the foundation due to several

mechanical considerations. In the present case, the requirement to move

the stator up and down with respect to the rotor-axis introduces additional

mechanic.l ·cOlll,ponents.
.

The'base-plate as.sembl-y··which carries· the . stator,
_--

�onsists of a moveable-bas.e(P) at the top, a pair of separable wedges(Q) in

the middle, and a fixed-base plate at the bottom as shown in Fig.2.3. The

details of the various components are described. in the following subsequent

to the description of coaaponents, details of assembly and mounting details

are given.

The main components o'f the ·base-plate assembly are:

a) MOveable-base: The stato-r is supported and attached rigidly to
...",.,..--.,.- .. �-- -.*,,�.... .

* -,''''.-.-.., �.-•• ,.- *
••

-

_;. ......_ •••••--, -." ..�..-' ...."..,. '-�""* ' -.,�

this. base. The b.ase plate is made from mild steel and its dimensions' are

260L X 24lW· X 22B in millimeteres.· The top surface is machined and

finished to a close tolerance •. The bo.ttom surface is provided with a slope

of 4 degrees on both sides. To. secure the motor base-plate,' holes were

. drilled and guiding pins were provided for the top plate •

. b) Wedge assembly: This is the most important part of the moving

mechanism. There are two separable wedges with 4 degree inclination,

fac.i:'Qg ..ea.ch other •. The wedge. assembly is'. linked by a threaded stud. A

9.511111l diamete.r stUd has right-handec;i threads on one side and left-handed
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threads on the other side. The wedges are drilled and tapped with matching

tl,lreads. Situated' in between is a brass bush which is fixed in position on

the bottom plate, and the stud is locked by a pair of retaining rings. A

screw head provided at the ov.erhang of the stud can be rotated ·clockwise or

anticlockwise, so· that· the two wedges are pulled in or pushed

away ,respectively. This provides corresponding upward or downward mOvement

of the moveab.le-base and hence of the stator. Fig.2.3 shows an overall

view of the wedge assembly(Q) and the screw head •

.

c) . Fixed-base: The 1D.oveable�base, the wedge assembly and the

end-supports are accommodated on the fixed-base. The fixed-base is a mild
---'......... .��, -

- ..

steel plate of '349L X 260W X 19H am size and is bolted to the common

carriage of the.dyuaoaaeter. Suitable undercut guides are provided to keep

the end-supports and moving wedges in position with out giving rise. to any

lateral movement. The' above 8ssembly is likely to vibrate when the' motor

is in operation. To prevent 81).y undesired movement and vibrations, the

moveable and fixed- bases are secured tightly at four corners after sett"in-g'
--- � �� .�.� �

- .

the airgap. The guiding pins prevent the lateral movement. of the
----- ........-�- ...

moveable-base plate. With the above arrangements, the base-plate assembly

provides a rigid mounting structure for the motor under investigations with

the possibility of adjustment in the airgap.

2.4.3 The Assembly of the Motor

Suitable search-coils were provided in the wound stator. The details

of the search-coils are given in Chapter (4). The ends of the search-coils

.; are
.

connec·ted to the special te.rminal board. The st'ator is mOUll.ted on the

moveable-base of the test-rig and secured tightly. The insulated bearings
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are driven gently on the shaft to the bearing-seatings. The rotor is then

guided thl"ougl\ the stator bore towards the drive end-support. Next the

drive-end bearing is housed in the end-support. The non-drive end-support

is then mounted to house the other bearing, and secured to the· fixed-base

plate. The rotor is geritly rotated by hand and the alignment is performed.

The intial setting of· the airgap is such that a uniform airgap is

obtained.The airgap unifol'1llity is checked at several places with the help

of feeler gauges. The view of the motor in the test-rig is shown in

. Cha.p,ter [4], Fig.4.3.

2.5 Calibr.a·tion of the Stud-head in Relation to the Airgap

Before proceeding with the experimentation, it is necessary t;o

determine the displacement of the stator in the vertica.! directioJl for each

revolution of the stud-head" The stator base-plate assembly �s laid down

on the "layout table". The following procedure is adopted to find the

required calibration.

1. The four screws connecting' the fixed- and moveable�base are

lOc)'sened.

2. The stud-head is rotated, until· the wedges are taken to the
inner-most position.

3. A dial-gauge is placed on the layout table with the pointer
touching the moveable-base. The dial-gauge reading is adjusted
to zero.

4. The. stud-head is. rotated by one revolution. The dial-gauge
reading is then recorded. This is repeated· till the wedges· are

drawn to the outermost position.

5. The final dial-gaUge reading. gives the maximum displacement. in
the vertical direction. This value was recorded as 1. 5mm
(0..060"). The. dial�gauge reading divided by the number of .

revoluti()Us gives the vertical displace.ent per revolution. The
calibration value is 0.100 111m (0.004") per revolution.
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This value wa.s rechecked by also moving the wedges inwards.

2.6 Airgap Setting

The axis of the rotor is aligned with the shaft ax.is.· The

nonuni£ormity in the airgap is set by displacing the stator in the vertical

direction. Following .sequence of operations were carried out to introd\1ce

the required eccentricity·i� the airgap.

1. The four screws eonneeting the fixet;l- aftd the 1IlOV:eabl.e- :b'ase are

loosened, as done during the calibration.

2. 'lbe stud-head is rotated in clockwise or anticlokwise direction
to raise or lower .the stator in the vertical direction. It is
to be noted that one revolution of the stud-head results in a

displacement o·f O.1nm <0.004").

3. The lower and upper· airgap values are checked with the help of
feeler gauges to ensure that the desired airgaps are .achieved.

4. The four screws connecting the fixed-and moveable-base are then

tightened.

5. the airgap values are rechecked.

The coupling is rotated slowly by hand to ascertain that the rotor

moves freely. If there is any lateral movement of the stator, the stator

and the rotor may touch each. other, which will require resetting It is

always necessary to check the airgap values at 90 degree positions on

either end of the stator. At initial stages of airgap setting, a beam of

light. is focused from the non-drive end. A black paper is held at the·

drive-end. The pattern of light falling on the black paper gives· a. clear

indication about the airgs,p radial length. With uniform airgap, the

pattern will be same in all the angular positions. With this simple

method, aily lateral movement of the stator in the pres.ence of nonuniform

airgap can be easily predicted .•



2.7 Discussions and Ccmmuitnts on the Performance of the Test-rig

'nle test-rig proved to be, in gene�� very stable on all operating

conditions. Even with 75% eccentricity, the motor in the test-rig operates

satisfactory. This may be attributed to mainly two reasons; firstly., the

test-rig is very stable and secondly, the rotor-sbaft assembly of the motor

under te.t bas a. LID 'ratio' of oilly 0.7 which introQuce'S h·igh stiffness.
. .

However the' following limitations were ·realized:

1. To reduce the complexity, the test-rig was designed for smooth
adjustment along the vertical direction only. In the course. of
the assembly and setting up the required eccentricity,
difficul ties :Were encoU1lte'�_' in 4Chievi.ng tlle airgal) un.i.fo.:rtaity
in the lateral direction'. In the present case, a dial-gauge was'

used to obtain the required uniformity in the lateral direction.'

2. An exact measurement of the airgap can be carried out only by
means of internal and external micrometers, and then finding the
differenc·e between the readings. However, this method is
limited to only small motors. '!be more often adopted method for
the mea.urement of airgaps by me�s of feeler gauges generally
produces results which are not quite accurate. This is caused
by the fact that the feeler gauges are flat arid the airgap is
curved •. In practice there is no alternative to feeler gauges
and the reading obt.ained are not very accurate. For example, a.

deviation of·0.02S.. in.a 0.375.. airgap measurement, results in.
an error of as much as 6.66%.



3. ANALYSIS OF FIELD HABMONICS

3.1 Introduction

Airgap flux distribution of an electric machine is of funda-

mental importance for the determination of machine performance.

Several authors have followed different approaches. 4 brief review

of the published literature is given before going into the actual

a:IJ,a1ysiS. .
. The .tota1 flux is treated unde.r two categories: the use.-·

.. �7
ful flux: and the leakage· flux • Liwschitz in a series of papers

investigated the.-1eakage and harmonic fields taking into account the

stator and rotor fields •. His works in the area of synchronous

torques, synchronous cusps, dead points, etc. are considered ·to.

be very valuable contributions. Saturation introduces additional

harmonics and this nonlinear problem was studied by Lee36• Oberretl

published a number of papers on field haromics, the stray load

losses and tbe means to minimize their adverse effects. Be demon-

strated that multiple armature reaction is of great practical impor-
.

. 45-47
tance.in the study o.f induction motors

.

•

15
..

Carter showed. that the slotted nature of· the stator and

rotor cores affects the effective airgap length and obtained an

accurate solution. for the simplified slot shapes. Carter I s work
.

on doubly slotted structure is mostly graph:f.cal in nature, and it

does not provide detailed info�tion ahout the airgap harmonic

fields. Some investigator'i-assumed that the flux crosses the air-

-gap .in straight lines from a tooth. in the stator to opposite tooth
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in the rotor. The flux entering the sides of the slots is neglected.
38

Some other investigators assumed an entirely smooth airgap with

conductors disposed at certain points on the· ·surface. The practical

machines, on the. contrary., are provided with deeper slots, which

accommodate the cllrrent carrying conductors. The re.lative 1DOVe-

ment be.tween the rotor and the stator causes flux pulsations. The

shape of the iron boundary has considerable influence on the flux

"

.distribut:i.OJl:}-.i ·�Ce the .boye ·me:tbod is not. successful' in explain

ing the various additional effects. Conformal t1:ansfora&tion techni-

7-11
que was us.ed by a few investigators to study the airga.p flux

distribution. This methocl does not yield information on the fre-

queucy of a harmonic.
.

.'
.

1 33 44
The permeance approach has been used by a few authors' ,

•

By this method any mechanical asYlDIlletry in the electrical machiJle

can be expressed by suitable trignOltletric flmctions. These e:xpres-

siaus are utilized to derive the harmonic flux density equations. ·It

is assumed that each of'. the rotating MMF harmonic causes. a proportion

al rotating flUx, and these harmonics act in the motor as if they are

present alone •. This method has its own limitations in identifying

the harmonic amplitudes, since the leakage fluxes are not represented

properly.. llowever, the harmc,nic frequencies and mode numbers are

identified closer to·the requirements. It is to be realized that

the complex irOli boundaries CaIUlOt be represented by simI,le sine-

waves as is the case in this method. Probably the results are

accurate enough to study the effects. From the point of view of the

. identification. of airgap harmonic' field frequencies, the permeance.
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method reveals closer results with lees 1Ilathematical comple�ty'and

hence this method is adopted in this thesis.

3.,2 Theory of Harmonic Fields

The induction motor stator MMF waveform caD be considered

to be consisting of a fundamental and a series of harmonic fields.

The nonlinear interaction between the, various'fields is neglected.

It has been found that such a tre.tment gives reasonably accurate

results even with saturation. As a result, the superposition princ1.-

ple, is frequently used in the induction motor circuit analysis. In

the analysis presented here, all, the factors contributin. towards

harmonic fields are expressed by waves and the principle of super

position is applied to determine the total effectl,2 � The a1r,gap

MMF, permean(:e and flux density are treated as waves. The aim of

the study is to identify the airSap hanaonic field quantities and the

associated ,contributing asymmetries, which arise from slotting,

eccentricity and saturation.

Basically a rotating wave is defined as a sinusodial

function of the form M cos (p+-c&I:t). Such a 'wave has a maximum

amplitude of +M occurl"ing at an angle (p,-wt) ':0; O,''If, '2'1f,3'1f, etc.

This wave has 2p nodes or positions of zero amplitude, and moves

forward with a' velocity »t»- A backward wave wi,ll be denote,d by

an opposite sign. The wave' is repeated after' successive' intervals

of time k seconds, since this is the time taken to complete one
(I)'

cYcle. Tbis interval is ,terae,d as period of the wave.

The resulting waves obtained by addition or subtraction

of such, sine waves give sine waves having terms due to the
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addition or subtraction of the original waves. In general, the

approach used for the harmonic field analysis involves the following

steps:

1. The maane.tOlllOtive force (MMl!') is expressed by· a wave,

s1,lCh wave can be caused by time 8.nd./or space harmoni�.

The dominant or both the effects can be considered,

which. depend on .the nat'ln'e of the poYer. supply and the

windings.
.

The MMF .hu ,a space � trillution at .an)'

instant and varies with time at any given position.

2. Next.· a permeance wave is assumed. The magnetic

circuit irregularity due to slotting, airgap

eccentricity and satur.ation are exp't'essed as individual

waves.

3. The flux density distribution is then obt$ined by

multiplying· the permeance and MMF equations. The flux

density has, therefore, many haI'lJ01lic tertJIS which have

a space dis tribution at any illStant of time. The

distribution varies with time at any given position •

.
The MMF and p.ermeance equations are derived on the basiS

of the following assumptions •

.
1. Time harmonics are neg·lected.

2. Higher order !IfF harmonics (e.g. 7-th,11-th,

13-th,etc.) are not taken into account.

3. Effects of rotor-MMF are ignorad. Initially synchronous

operation of the rotor is cou$idered, which correspcnds

t� ideal no-load operation of the machine.
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4. Initially the effects of saturation are neglected in

the harmonic field ana1ysi.s.

5. Mapetie circuit is assumed to have infinite perma-'

ability.

3.2.1
. Space Harmonics

The distribution of windings gives r:l.se to the so called

space harmonics. For a symmetrical, three phase, integral slot wind-

ing With p ,pairs of poles and.q slots/pOle/phase (s - 6pq'), the MMF

.

. 3
wave for n-th harmOnic can be represented by :

00
.

M· 1: M Cos (up,"+ (&)t)
n-!

n
(3.1)

where, n ,_ (1 + 6C), C - 0, '+ 1, .. 2, ••••

and

. M It
. --, wn

M' ......... -
n n ICwl

1.35 IC 1.T101, w . m

p

(3.2)

M •

1 (3.3)

The f�damenta1 MMF � is obtained by putting C -.0, which

gives a p pole pair sine wave travelling at sYnchronous speed.

Among the higher harmonics, it can be shown that the third or

multiples of third do no·t exist. The 5-th,' ll-th, 17-th. etc.•

travel assinst the rotation of the fundamental wave, while'· the 7-th,

13-th, '19-th, etc. travel in the same direction as the fundamental

wave. The speed at which these components of MMI' wave travel is

inversely proportional to their harmonics order. For elC�.ap1e, the

5-th harmonic travels at one· fifth of the synchronous speed.
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3.2.2 Permeance Waves

In practical machines owing to the presence of slots,
.

eccentricity and saturation there. will be a reduction in the flux

crossing the airgap. This reduction can be regarded as being

e�uivalent to a loss of peripheral section from the magnetic material

around the airgap • the reduction in the flux due to the sai.d

magnetic asymmetries can be calcl.tlated from the physical features

of the maehine by express1Ug·tbeill as �ppropriate permeance waves.

In this section, the petmeance equations for the uniform airgap,

doubly slotted airgap, airgap eccentricity and saturatioil are de-

rived.

3.2.2.1 Uniform airgap

The 1II.&&Il8tic circuit of .

a uniform airgap machine coa-

sists of the paths in the stator, airgap and. rotor.· Consider that

current carrying conductors are situat·�d in the stator near the air

gap periphery. The field around the single current carrying con-

ductor consists of magnetic flux lines travellini around the con

.

ductor through the stator, airgap and rotor fot:ll1ing a loop. By

Maxwell's law, the field intensity equation is given by:

(3.4)

Neglecting, the ·effects of iron, the following holds good:

where

(2.Bg .g). t1,
.

1 i

�g - i·· t 2'
t t .. total MMF produced by the stator. currents.

"aad hence,

Further, the atrgap flux density is obtained as:
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- � �
B. � � .R • .

0 r.MMF
g 0 r. g g

.
(3.5)

Since)J - 1 for the air, t.he flux density is:
r

B •

g

�o-.MMJ!' or
g

,

B - pe.rme.ance*X MMl
.

g
(3.6)

. if
where· the permeance'is defined as:

A •
*

permeance -
g

�
'0
- (3.7)

Therefore., the· airgap flux density .t any point on the

periphery of the airgap can be found.
.

by knowing the � and

.it

permeance at that point.

After.having considered the basic. equation for the deter-'

mination of the airgap flux density, the pe.rmeance expressions for

three specific cases (n,amely,. doubl.y· slotted. airgap, effects of

saturation and arigap ecce.ntricity) will be considered in the follow-

.ing sections.

3.2.2.2 Doubl.y slotted airgap

In the case of induction motors the airgap is quite

small and therefore, the effects of slots, which are present on

either side of tbe airgap are pronounced.

First consider an airgap with a smooth rotor and slotted

s.tator having S slots, with a slot pitch Ts and slot opening bs"

'
...In px:act,ice, the slot depth is greater than 1..5 t_s

the width and so .the slots may be assumed to be ·infiiU.tely deep.

The variation of permeance due to slotting is sh(nl"U in Fig. 3.1.

NOTE:* Permeance) is expressed for unit area
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Slotted
Statora)

TOOTH SLOT

b

Rotor

),
,

Perm.

A
.

.

I

anee
'

F1g.3.1 Variation of airgap permeance of a singly slotted airgap •

•

the case of a slotted stator and smooth rotor.
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110
The permeanee is equal to--- for the region where a tooth is pre

g

sent and zero for the slot portion. The permet�nce: of the airgap with

32
slotted stator and smooth r.otor is liven by :

A (cjI) - a -

a1 Cos: ScjI - a Cos 2ScjI - ..

so. 2
. ,

00
• a - t a Cos nScjI

o n_1·n
(3.8)

Where, a' -
o

1l /K
1 .g

o c

1l S(b Ig) 'l(b IT )
o s.

.
s s

g
a •

1

a· -
2".

\.lo.S(bs/g) F2(bs/Ts
g

(3.9)

The values of S, '1 and '2 are obtained from Figs. 3.2 and 3.3.

Similarly, the permeance with smooth stator and a slotted rotor

operating in the direction of the stator rotating field with angular

velocity Cd2 (mechanical) is given by:

. 00
- b - t b' Cos i1B.(+-i.l t)o

11-1
11. 2

as, Cd - Cd (1-s)/p
2

ConSidering, now both stator and rotor slotting, the resultant
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airgap per)llean-ce assumes an approximate form of:

By using the cosine product formula, we get:

I.S,RC+,t) ... e - tab Cos n.[(S+ll)+ -� (l-s)lI.lt]
o

n-1
n n

-

P
. 2

(3.11)

.
.

.

. account for the 'fringing effect' in the flux dist.ribution.

Eqn. (3.11), therefoTe, does not proVide accurate results for higher

harmonics.

It is i1l!Portant to note that Eqn.· (3.11) imPlies the

production of two high frequeney permeance waves due to stator and

rotor slotting. The ·first _ave with (S+R) pole. pairs rot�tes in

the forward or backward direction, with respect to the stator field

depending if (S-R) is positive or negative, respectively. Due to

the low order pairs o� poles, and the second wave is more important

in the prod�tion of the airgap flux density harmonics.

The geometrical permaance of a machine with uniform

airgap can be calculated by using· !qn. (3.6) •. The harmonic co-
. .

efficients of permeance are obtained in pe.r-unit values by divid

ing. Eq,n. (3.9) by the geometrical permemice, namely J.l. /g. Now,
.

0

considering only the first order cosine terms in !qn. (3.11),

the contribution to the perm.eance due. to these term$ is:



A· AO {Pl Cos [(S+R), ... a/p(l-s)CIlt]

+ P2 Cos Rs-a), - a/p(l-s)CIlt]} (3.12)

where,

P
1
and P

2
are permeanees in per-unit due to statol:' and rotOl:'

slotting considerins only first order terms. In £qn. (3.12), P2
has been introduced for certain convenience to ident·ify the

difference term (S-R).

3.2.2.3 Effect of saturation

To ob.ta1n better utilization of steel parts, all in

duction' motors are desi-gne<i with some degree of saturation in

their magnetic circuit. If saturation is high,. it must be included

in order to obtain accurate information about performance of the

macidne. The effect of saturation can be represented by an

appcopr.iate variation in .the permeanee of the airgap. The atrgar

becomes larger in the re,ione of maxi1Iwm ·flux density, and has twice

the number of pole pairs with twice the freq'UeUcy of the fundamental

wave. The permeanee of s_oth and concentric atrgap with tbe

20
ef�ect of. saturation, can be expressed as

A("t) •
c»

I
n=o

A Cos n(2p'" - 2I.,t)
'sa;n.

'I' (3.13)

By neglecting the higher .order effects,. .the permeance

variation due to saturation can be expressed as:

(3.14)
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Where, P
3
is the permeance due to saturation in per unit.

3.2.2.4 Effect of airgap eccentricity

The nature and characteristics of the airgap eccentricity

are described in Chapter!l],of tbis the�is. The pe�ance equation

of the variation in the airgap eccentricity is derived below using
.

25
Frohne 's approach "

Let the outer radius of the rotor be rl with re.ferenc:e

to its centre A, .and illner radius of the ro.tor "'1:2 referred "from

its eeittre O. In triangle oa,
. let g(,> .. CB represent the radial

airgap length at an angle AOB .. " With reference te· O. Let 'E
be the displacement of the rotor centre as shown in Fig_ 3.4,

. the mathematical relatioJU;hip can now be written as:

(3.15)

Whence,

(3.16)
.

Since (",/r2) :Ls very small compared to Wlity, this term is

neglected in !<Ln. (3.16). Expanding the ript hand side by the

Binomial theorem, and neglecting hip power terms l we get:

'E
[r1 + g(,>]" r2 [1 -;- Cos +]

2
(3.17)

Thus, the expression for the airgap eccentricity is:

(3.18)
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F1g.3.4 Schematic representation of the airgap eccentricity.
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From the initial definitions, (r2 - rl) - g, which is the average

mechanical airgap .l��gth. Substituting in Eqn. (3.18) and

simplifying,

g('). g (1 - -? Cos • >

where, (gE'g) is called the relative eccentricity and it is

denoted by E.

(3.19)

The. mapedc peraeanee of the airgap eccentricity can be

represer.ted by Fourier Series, in the fOal of sum of the spatial

rotating waves. The first term is given by:

1

AE�O - 2W
+'II" ..

I
-1f

\olo d,
g(l -: E Cos.>

The n-th harmonic permeanee component is given by:

A ...

E,n
1
-

'If

\olo Cos n. d,
g(l-:& Cos .>

The value of the i..11.S. integral is given by:

i It - E2

2\ol [i - h _ E2Jn
o .

g • EIi. .{ _ E2

+11'

J
Cos n,d,

_
. (1-1 Cos ')

-1f

Thus,

and, "E,a -

2.1f . [1 � 11 :: E2Jn
ED Ii _ E2

(3.20)

. (3.21)

(3.22)

(3.23)
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In the case of stationary eccentricity, the n-th ox-der permeance

harmonic distribution is given by:

(3.24)
.

Where,
lloA - ---

o g
(3.25)

p •

'1.,0
1

(3.26)

p -

E,n.
2 [1 - Ii. � E2Jn

En Ii _ E2
(3.27)

The harmonic permeance amplitudes given by Eqns. (3.25) to (3.2i)

are in per unit as described in Se� [3.2.2.3]. These amplitudes

are plotted againSt relative e-ccentticity in Fig. 3.5, for various

permeance harmonics.

In the ease of ·a rotating flexible shaft; the eccentricity

rotates in space at an angular velocity w2, which is equal to the

rotor speed35• So, in the case of rotating eccentricity ·the n-th

order permaance harmonic equation can be writte:n as:

A(.,t) • A [PE 0
+ t PE n

Cos n[._(l-S)wt]·
o .. t n-l ' P

(3.28)

Now considering a general case wben both stationary and

. X'otatillg e�_tr-icities. are .present, only the fil;st orc.ex-

asymmetry (n - 1) is. taken into account and denoted by P4.
. The

permeance expressions are tben .givenby:
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Fig.3.5 Variation of the permeance harmonics in relation to
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.

X -, Xo p
4

Cos +, for stationary eccentricity (3.29)

and A - X 'P4 Cos [+- ,(l-s) wt], for rotating eccentricity
o

'. p

(3.30)

.,

In. calculating the harmonic components firs t, the ai.rgap
.

harmonics of a _chine �th uniform. airgap and having slotted stator

and rotor is calculated. Next,.· the saturation effect is tncl�ded

i1;1 order to identify the additional harmonic componeats produced by

saturation. Finally, the additional harmonic components due to

eccentricity is studied.

3.3 Field Harmonics .of a.Uniform Airgap Machine

The first order pe�ance eqUation due to' stator and rotor

slotting is given by Eqn. (3.12). The preliDdnary experimental in

vestigations shoW that the two components of permeance in . Eqn. (.3.12)

behave 8S if they are two separate i�enties. A rigorous treatment

of all the components of permeance will be far too ·complicated. To

obtain reasonable results, it. would be sufficient to treat these

waves as if they arise from two separate slotting effects. To obtain

the resulting permeance, the multiplication procedure of these two

permeance terms is adopted. Hence, the equation for the effective
.

permeance due to uniform airgap and stator-rotor slotting is given by:

A - A�u + PI Cos [(S+R)+ - j<I-S) wt]

+ P2 Cos [(S-R)+ - R(I_a) wt]
. p
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(3.31)

'!he eontribution to slot harmonic flux density due to the

term containing (S-R) is an important one, as this corresponds to a

field of fewer pole pairs. '!he terms containing (S+R), 2S and 21.

are' not of sipdficant importance, as their pole pairs are te,o great

to produce any large torq_ or "fc,ree 'variatioti.3• Howeve'r, theSe'
terms are included to show the g-E'naral method adopted in this thesis

to demonstrate the step by step procedure.

The MMF harmonic component, can be obtained by eT.panding

Eqn. (3.1). Considering the first WO dominant components only,

M" � CO.s (p+ - {A)t� + MS COS (Sp+ + (/.)t.) (3.32) .

After havina obtained the description of the pemea-nee and the

MMF, the multiplication of these aro will yield the vario� flux

density components. Considering now the followina example where

the permeance term eontaining (S+I.) reacts with the"fundE�ental

'. MMF component. This will deliver.

B .. [AoP1 "COS [[S+R), - : (l-s) (/.)t]] [Ml Cos (p,'� (/.)t)]

(3.33)

Applying the �rigonometric identity:

Cos x Cos y.. �[Cos (JC+y) + Cos (x-y)L (3.34)
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the flux density components are then obtained as:

B •
B1Pl· R
,- {Cos [(S+R+p), - (-(1-s) + 1) wt]} +

. p

B!l . R'
-r {Cos [(S+R-p)' - (p (1-s) - 1) wt]} (3.35)

where,

It may be observ.d that. the flux density components C01\tain

.

sum. and difference sinusoidal functions.

Multiplying the pe�ance and MMF equations term by term"

as' already explaiued, the ha1=monic fl.� ,density components are

obtained as listed in Table (3.1). The 1mport�t harmonic fre-

quencies and corresponding number of pole pairs are shown in

Table (3.2). In the table the negative sign indicates rotating

fields in the oppOSite dire.ction. To present a practiCE.l example,.

the experimental'machine whose details are given in Appendix-A, is

considered. To begin with, the asymmetIY due to slotting alone

will be considered. The· frequency and values of pole pairs are

listed for the experimental motor in Table (3.1). Fol1owin� ob-

servations are made from this study.

a) The fundamental MMF produces' the fuucUmenta1 flux

density wave at supply frequency f•. 'lbe calculated amplitp,de of

this field is Bl• 0.683 tesla, at the rated voltage. This is

,the. dominant aiqap field and can be measured by a su1t�ble

search-coil located in the stator slots.
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Tabl. 3.1

Cal.e.ulac.d. J'1e14 llanlDDic CCtIIPOIUlDt. of � Induc�iocl MGt01: haYiq
Doubly Slotted UDUona AirlS' Macb1n.; N.....rtcaJ, Val.. fot:'

tNt Motor UIldar ImrutiptioD

1:1 c. Fiald. c..a-<<=.J a 1lBC1 y.- ue-

It.. nux De_icY Pole lJ:equeuC')'
_No "-Htude Pole P.:in Freauency p ..o[1". w".....-0 A.

1 81
:

f 2 60p

•
- 602 BS 5p ... f 10

3 � (�) [';(1-8)+I]f 81 13S0
2

.

4 n· (S+a-p) (�(1-8)-1jf 77 1230

S BS'l .

(S+R+Sv) �(1-8)-1]f 89 ·12S0
2

6 " (S+a-5p) C.!(1-.)+1]f 69 13S0
P

11'2 [�(l-s)+1]f •
13507 (5-a+p) - 5

2 p .

. [';<1-8>-11f
•

13 " (&-a...,> - 9 12;30

9 � (S-B:+S,) (';(l-.)-1]� . 3 1230·
2

..

11) " (5-1.-5,) [i<l-S)+l]f -17* 13S0

U � (2S+p) [�l... )+l]f 74 I 2640
4 p .

I12 " .(2S-p) [�(l"')-lJf 10 2520
I
,

It"

C2f(I-8)-lJf I13 :IJ.:1
. (2S+5p) 82 2520

4
I

14 "
. (2S-Sp) [�(l"')+lJf 62 I 2640

j

�
I
I

lS (2R+p) f 88 I 604 I• •
16 " (21."'p) - f 8' I - 60

"'i'2 .. • •
17

4 (2R+5p) - f 96 - 60

18 " (2R-Sp)
.

+ f 76 60

* The 1l8,_ti". .ip i1lcl1.catu rotation opposite to the· fllll�tal fielei.
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Table 3.2

Importaut Harmonic Frequency and Pole-Pair Tems
Due to Slotting in a Machine with Uniform Airpp

Item Ccdculated
ND _. Freauencv . Pole Pairs Freauencv. H�

1 (�l-s)+l]f (S±_lt+p),(8+11-5p) 1350
p

2 [.!(l-s)-l]f (S+R-p) , (SzR+5p) 1230
p

3
. [�(l-S)+l]f (2S+p) , (2S-5p) 2640

4 [2 .!(l-s)-l}f (2S-p), (28+5p) 2520
p .

5 e (2Rj:p) , (2:&'+5p) 60
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b) The fifth harmonic is also at supply fre�uency f, and

has 10 pole pairs for the expe�mental machine. Further, the.

fifth harmonic %evolves with_�h of the speed of the fundamental

So, the effect: of fifth harmonic c;rllUot be dete�ted by a search-co:f.l

in the stator, since it will induce voltage at supply frequency.

However,_ the fifth harmonic induces voltages in the rotor circuit

which in turn produce a rotating field. This rotating field lITill

. induce voltage in the stator coils.
.

Tbs slip of the .Totor with

respect to .the fifth harmonic field is:

f
- - - f(l-s)5 .

.. (6-5s) (3.36)

The frequency of the induced voltage in the stator coil:

f ..

. 5 S-S f - f

(6-5s) f - f·..

.. (5-58) f (3.37)

At synchronous s�ed, s" 0 and the frequency of the induced

voltage .in the stator co�l is:

. f5 .. Sf.. 300 Hz.

So, .the n-th stator MMF field induces a voltage in a

stator search-coil Situated in the stator is n-times the supply

frequency at the synchronous speed With respect to the .fundamental

field.

}
�"

(
I

J

u) i

/ !
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c) tfie interaction of the stator-rotor slotting'permeance

wave with the fUDdameDt�l MMF wave giv,� rise to th. first order slot
" .

..
..

harmonic frequency pair given by:

[.! (1-8) + l]f,
p

-

..

with pole pairs as shown in Table (3.2). For the motor under inv�sti-

gation. the dominant slot harmonic pole pair is

. 1350 He. . The ·

..litU� pf the flux 'det'l$i.ty. is:
,

:. BSltesla.· In per unit value,B
- 0.2. This is an. appreciable harmonic

1.
amplitude. The fifth MMF-harmonic and the stator-rotor slotting

permeaace· waves react to give a harmonic field with. IS-B,+sp! ..

BSPl
·2

J pole

pairs wave at 1230 Hz. Tf:ie amplitude of this field is: •
. B

BSS - 0.0074 tesla. In .per unit value, :S.. 0.011.
I

d) Seccmd order slot ltamoni.cs

The peJ'1lleance due to third term in !qn.. (3.31)

reacts nth the funelamental MMF have, resulting in a flux density

wave with a frequency pair given by:

[2 �l-s) + l]f
p

-

. The corresponding pole pair values are shown in Table (3.2).

e)
.

n-th order slot harmDnics
..

If high order MMF and permeance eq�tions are con

sidered. a set of slot harmonics of higher order will result. The

.gener.l :eXl'ressi9Q . for tlle n-th order slot; banuonic frequency

will appear as:
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table 3 .. 3

Calculated AGcU.tioUl Harl101d.c COIIpon_ts Due to Saeuut10n of an

IllductiQA Motot harial Doubly Slotted IJnifona Ai:tlap;
NUllllrical Val... for the Motor IJncle!: l11veStitatiOll

&-""ic Fields caJ.C1UatlilG Val�
{tela nux U8I1a1ty rOLe' .n:equency

NQ. A_Htucie Pole 'Pairs F-riuency It ..i. .... . when ...0 .It",

B l'
1 :J.:J. 3p 3€ 6 lSO

2

2 If'
P f 2 60

3 � 7p f -14 60Z
t.

4 -3, 3f -6* 180

5 B1'lP3
.(S+ll+p+Z) (;(1...)+3Jf 81 1470

I 4

6 I
.. (S+ll.;.p+Z) [�(l"'.)+l]f 79 1350

p

t
. R. I

*
7 I

to (8-R+p-Z) [:<1... )-1 f -7 .U30

8 .. (8-1...,..2) [�1...)-3]f *
UI0-11

P

9
aSp 11'3

(S+lt+S\,+Z) ['i(l-S)+l]f .91 1350
4 .

10 to (S+ll-Sp+2) [i'<1...)+3]f 71 1470

11 " (S-a+Sp-Z) [1(1...):"3]£ 1 lUO
P

.. (S-I.-5p-Z> [;(1...>-1]£
*

12 -19 1230

Bl'2'3 (8-&+p+2) [;<1-5)+3]f
*

13 4
-3 1470

" [.!(l-s)+l]l *
14 (S-I.-,+Z) -7 1350

p

" (5-1.+p-2) [1(1-8)-1]f *
15 -7 1230

P .

" (S-&..,..Z) [;(1-5>-3]f
*

16 -9 UI0

17 a�pZp3 (S-ll+Sp+2) . [!(1-8)+1]f 5 1350
'4 p

18 to (S-I.-sp+2) [;(1-8)+3]£
.

15 1470'

I 19 to (8-a+5p-2) (�1-s)-3]f 1 lUO

I
p

to (8-1.-5p-Z)
B.

ZO [-(1-5)-1]£ -19 1230
I

P

*. The n8,atiYe sian· Lndicat.. rotatiOll opposite ·tc the f��nt.l field.
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Table 3.4

Important Harmonic Frequency and Pole-Pair Terms
. Due to Saturation � a Machine with Doubly Slotted.

Uniform Airgap

Item Calculated
No. . Freauen,cv Pole Pair. FreQuencv. lIz

1· 3£ 3p 180

2 [�1�)+3]£ (S±ll+P+2) ,p (S±R-SP+2) . 1470

3 . �(1-S)-3]f (S-R-'p-2) ,
(S-i.+5p-2) 1110
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b) Slot harmonic sideban<is due saturation

The effect of saturation on slot har.DK�ics is to

introduce additional sidebands on either side of the slot harmoui.cs .

produced by the rotor slots. For example,. Table (3.4) contains

a'o such �requencies, namely:

[!(l-a) + 3]f
p .

-

.

If higher. order MMF and. ,permeance equatiQns are co1Wi4e,re.d . ., a ,set

of sideband frequen�es.on either side of the slot harmonic pe�r

will be introduced. Further, as presented earlier, the slot harmonics

are of order n. The geneTal expression for the frequency of the slot

harmonic sidebandS due to saturation will appear as:

R[n -(l-s) + K]f,
p

-
(3.41)

where, n ... 1,2,3 ••• ,

and Ie II 3,5,7 •••

Saturation harmor..ic frequencies given by !qn. (3.40)

and slot harmonic sideband frequencies given by Eqn. (3.4�) are .in
.

'.' .

.3 8 36 39
agreement with the observations made by other investigators " ,

•

3.5 Field Harmonies of a Machine Having Statio.nary
.

Eccentricity in Absenee of Saturation.

The equation for the effective permeance due to uniform

airgap, stator-rotor slotting and stationary eccentricity is given by:
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A - ',A"{l + P1 Cos [(S+8.), - 1(1,,",s) (l)t]
o ,P'

"

+ Pi Cos [<8-R)+ - �1-s) (l)t] + P4 Cos.

+
�P,2 'R P1 P2
'1 Cos [28, - z.;(1-s) (l)t] + 2'" Cos 2B.+

P1P4 ,P P R'
,

+
2

Cos [(S+R+1), - i<l-S) (l)t]+ � 4 Cos[(S+B.-l)+�l-S)(I)t]
PP

+ '�' 4 Cos [(8-1.+1)... i<l-S> (l)t]

'The MMF expression given by Eqn. (3.32) will be used. ,Proceeding

in the same manne,r as before and carryi.nl out the term. by �r1!l

multiplication, the additionai ha�Dnic components due to stationary

eccentricity are obtained and presented in Table (3.5). The important

additional pole pair and the corresponding frequency tel:DlS' due to

stationary eccentricity are shown in Table (3.6).

The following conclusions are drawn fro. this stuey in,regard

',to the additicmal. harmonic components produced by the stationary

eCC8l\tricity:

a) Stationary eccentricity does not int1:oduce any'addi-

tiona! new harmonic frequency.

b) Additional haraac..nic waves with new numbers of pole

pairs a1:'e introduced at each and every haraonic frequency. For'

example, the fundamental and, fifth harmonic with pole. pairs p and 5p

will have to (p ± 1) and (5p ± 1) • Similarly, the, slot hartllCmics

ith f ci [1.(l-a) +, l]f and. having pole pairs (8-'8.+ p) ,and
w requen es 1" -"

-

"



Table 3.5

Calculated Aciditicmal HaJ:lllOD1c COIIpODe1lta Due to St&tioaar1 !cC8l\tricity
o£ all Induction Motor havin, Slotted St&to1; aIlci Rotor; N....rtcal Value.

,

£Ol' the Motor UDder Inn.tiaatiOD,

lIarr.onie Fields ,. 1A..1· .....d VAl"••
It.. Flux DelUlity Pole Frequency ,

NQ A..... litud.a Pole Pairs Fra"...- .....
, p ..-f.r. uk_ ...n.V ...

1 � (p+1) £ 3 60
2

2 " (p-1) f 1 60

3
11'1'4 (S+a+p+l) [! (1_)+1]£ 82 1350

4 p

4 .. S+I.-p+1 [1(1_)-1]£ 78 1230
p

5 " (S+l.+p-l) [.!(1_)+1]t 80 1350
p

6 " (S+I.�p-1) [�<1_)-1]f 76 1.230

7 15P1'4 (S+!+5P+1) [;<1-.)-1]£ 90 1230
4

8 Of (S+I.-5p+1), [�(l_)+1Jf 70 1350
p

[�1"')-1]f
' .

9 Of (.S+I:foSp-l) 88 l.23O

10 " ( S+I.-Sp-l) $l_)+l}t 68 1350

II I.P2'4 (S-a+p+1) [;(1...)+1]f -41t 13S0
4

12 " (.s-a-p+1) [.l(1-8)-1]f -8* U30
p

I.
. It

135013 " (S-i+p-l) [;-(1-.)+1]f -6

[1(1_)-1]f
..

],23014 Of
( s-lt-p-l) -10

p

15 Il2'4 (S-R.+5p+l) [1(1... )-1J£' 4 1230-

4 P

" [.!(1_)+1]f •
135016 (s-a-5p+1) -16

p

17 .. (s-a-5p+1) [�1_)-1]f 2 1230
p

[.!(l-s)+1]f
*

18 n (S-R.-5p-l) -18 1350
p

19
ISP4 (SP+1) f II 60

Z

20 " (Sp-1) 9 60

* '

The nee_tive sign indicates rotation opposite eo the fwd_ntal field.
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Table 3.6

Important Pole Pair and Corresponding Frequency 'terms Due to
.

Stati-onary '. E.ccentricity in a ·1faehine liavi;ng
Slotted'S'tarot and Rotor

Item Calcula ted'
- .

No Pole Pairs. F1:a.duencv Freauencv. Hz

1 (p±l) f 60
-.

* it
2 (5P.tl) -f -60

. (�agzl)
B

.

3 [.!::(l-s)+l]f 1230, 13$0
p

-

4 (S-B,±5P±l)
. [,!(l-s)+l]f 1230, 1350

p
-
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(S-R ± 5p) "til have additional harmonic fields with new pole pairs

corresponding to (S-R.t. p .±. 1) and (S-R.± Sp ;l::. 1). The impact c f these

·fields on the original harmonies (when the machine has uniform'

airgap) is to decrease' to magnetic field on the
.

larger airgap and

to increase the field on the smaJ.ler airaapo

3.6 . Field Harmonics of a Machine with Rotating
Eccentricity in the Absence of Saturation .

In a madline with rotatirll ee�t.r1oity,. the point o·f

minitaum airgap changes its pos.ition at every instant �d. hetice

additional harmonic frequency terms are injected in the airgar field.

This effect combined with the slotting effect will yield a permean�

function as:

A =
. AO [1 + Pi Cos [(S + R)+ - ;(1-&) wt]

+ P2 Cos [(S-a)+ - ;(1-5) (l)t]

(1) P1P2
.

a'
+ P

4
Cos [+- -:-s� (l)t] + '2 Cos [2S+ - 2=(1-s) (l)t]

p .
. p

+
P1P2'

.

PlP4 [es + R + 1)+ (R+lIl-s) (l)t]
-r- Cos. 2R4'+- Cos

. 2 p

� (� 1) (l)t]+ Cos [(S + R - 1)+ - -(1-&)..2. .

p

+
P2P4 .

(S-R+l) + -
(R+l) '(l-s) (l)t]- Cos

2
. p

P2P4 [ (R-l)' . ] (3.43)+ -y- Cos (S-R-l)+ - (l..s) (l)t } -

. p
.

Adopting the same procedure as before, the additional flux density

.

components are obtained !is shown in Table (3.7). These harmonics
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Table 3.7

Calculated. Addit1cm&l�c COII9Onenta Due to &itatin& !cclUltd.city
of all lAcluction Motor havill. Sloued. $tatol' aQd. Rotor; NumartcaJ.

Valuu' for tt. Motor Under Inve.tilat101l

Ranaor.1c Fialda . Calculaud. Valu••
I.t_ nux DeD8lt7 Pole

.

Frequency
VA '__'14 - ... _ P"'& P"�""

-

PU1:'S uI. .... ....tI lill

1 11'4 (p+l) (1..1(1-.) ]t 3 90
2 p

2 " (p-1) (l�l...)]f· 1 30
p

3 1s'4 .

(Svt'l)
. (l 1<1-') 1f U 30

2
.'

.1>

4' It (Sp-1) (1+ i1:!L]f 9 90
p

5 .�. (S+ll+p+1) (,{a+l�l-')+l]f. 82 1380
4 p

6 " (S+ll-p+l) . (1+1) (1-,)-11f 78 1260
p

7 " (S+a+.p-l) C.i!::ll(l-a)+l]f .
8C 1320

p

8 " (S+ll-p-1) [(a;..l) (1-al-1]f 76 1200

B P P

({ll+!L(l-a>-l]f9 � (S+B.+Sp+l) 90 1260
P

.

10 " (S+ll-5p+i) (!1+1) (l_)+l)f 70 1360
P

U It (S+ll+Sp-l) «ll-11(11)_1]i 78. 12.00
p

12 tt (S+ll-Sp-l) (1-1.) (l-.)+l]f 67 1320
P

B1'2'4 C..{l+l) (l...)+l]f
*

13 (S-k+p+1) -4 1380
4 P

Cill+1) (l-.)+l]f
.*

14 It (S"1-p+1) -4 .1260
P

[..(1-1) (1-.)+l]f
*

15 " ( (S-l-p+l) -6 1320
P

(sa-U(l...)-l]f *

16 " (s-tt-rl) -10 UOO
p

17 � (8-I.+5p+1) [(ll+ll(l-a)-l]f 4 1260
4 p

r(l+12'(l-a)+l]f
•

18 " (S-1l-$p+1) -16. iseo
p

19 " (S-ll+Sp-l) ( (l-n'(l_e)_l]f 2 1200
P

(<k!> (l-.)+l]f *

20 ." (S-I,-59-1) -18 1320
p



Table 3.8

Important Frequency and Corresponding Pole Pair Terms
Due to Rotating Eccentrl.city in a Machine having

Slotted Stator and Rotor

Item Calculated
_ No - Freauencv . Pole Pairs Freauet\cv.. Hz

1 [1 +! (l-s)]f (P+1) , (SP+1) 90
.p

2
.

'.[1 - ! (1-e.)]f (p-1) , (Sp-1) 30
p

3 [(R+1) (1-8) +l]f (S-R+p+l),(S-R-Sp-1) 1380
.
p .

4 [(R+1) (1-8) -ije (S-R-p+l) , (S-B.+Sp+1) 1260
p

.

s [(B."!'"l) (1-s)
.

+l]f (S-B.+p-1),(S-B.-Sp-l) 1320'
p

6 [(B.-1) (1-1J) ·-1]f (S-B.-p-1),(S-R+Sp-1) 1200
p
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are in addition to those Usted in Table· (3 .1) • The important

harmonic components due to rotating eccentt:ici.ty are listed in

Table (3.8).

The additional harmonic frequencies fall in the following

groups:

a) The new frequencies created by the rotating eccentricity

permeance wave (with the supply frequency as centte ftequeney) are

. :given ..&y:

(1 � (l-s)]£
-

p.

.

(3.44)

At no-load. and s iii 0, the frequencies will be 30 Hz and 90 Rz,

respectively for the motor under investigation.

b) On the basics of terms (3) through (6) of Table (3.8)·,·

the general expression for the frequency of additional slot harmonies

due to rotatina eccentricity can be written as:

[n qW) (l-s) + 1]f
p
-' (3.45)

where, n· 1,2,3 •••

For the motor under investigation; at s - 0 and for n - 1, the

frequencies will be (�260, 1380) Hz and (1200,1320) Hz. These

hanaonic· frequencies may assume importance in: .the generation of

additional vibratious and noise if the pole pairs results in low

orders. It may be mentioned that the frequency relatione· give.n by

Eqns. (3.44) and (3.45) were not reported. in early investigations.
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3. 7 Field. Harmonics of a ·Machine with Stationary
Eccentricity in the Presence of Satu-ration

'The equation for the effective perl1le&nce due. to uniform

airgap, sta:tor-rotor slotting� the effect of saturat:J.on and the

stationary eccentricity is given by:

+ P2 Cos [(S-I.)+ - �(l-s) Cltt] + P3 Cos 2(p+ - wt)

P!2 .

I. P!2·
+ P

4
Cos + +� Cos [2S+ .... �(l-s) wt] +� Cos 21.+

+ p.�P3 Cos [(S+R+2) + _ (J(l-s) + 2) �t]

P P
+ -1..1. Cos [(S+1.�2) + -

.

(�1-s) -2) wt]2 p .

P P .' . .

+ � Cos [(S+I.+1) + - i<1-s) wt]

P P .

+ � 4 Cos [(8+1.-1)+ � ;<1-S) wt]

+

P

�P3 Cos [(S-I.+2) + - (i<l-S) + 2)
.

CIlt] .'

Pl3 I
+ ---- Cos [(S-I.-2)+ - (�l-s) - 2) wt]2 p

p P
+ ....Li Cos [(S-I.+1) + - �1:"") wt]

2 p .

p p
..

+ ¥ Cos [(S-I.-1), - �1-S) �t]

PjP4
.

+ .

3 Cos [(2P+l), - 2 wt]

P�PJ.
'

..

+ "2' Cos [(2p-l), - 2 wt] (3.46)
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Adopting the same procedure as before, the additional harmonic

components due to saturation of a machine. with stationary eccentricity

are obtained .and given in Table (3.9). These hat'DlOnics are in

addition to those listed U1 Table (3.5).

The following conclusions are ma4e nth regar.d to the

additional harmonic frequencies due, to saturation in a machine with

stationary eccentricity.

FrOlll Table (3.•9) •. it is' obse."e.d .that"� �ff'e.et ·o·f

satur.atiOD. on a machine having stato;l.naxy eccentricity is to int1:O

duce a new harmonic frequency 3f with field pole pairs of (3p+l).

If higher o.rder permeanee and MMF equations are considered, a set

of saturation harmonics of higher order will result. The general

expression for the sa-tb order saturation harmc.nic freq1,lE.ncy in the

presence of stationary eccentricity will appear as: .

Frequency due to saturation - mf,

where m - 3,5,7 •••

Incidently, tlie above harmonic freque.ncies coincide with the satura-

(3.47)

tian harmonic frequencies produced when tbe machine possesses uniform

.

airgap, gi.ven by Eq,n. (3.40). It may be emphuized that saturation

effects have not· been reported in detail in the published literature.

3.8 COnclUding Remarks

In this chapter,. a step by step approach has been adopted

to derive the frequency equations for the various harmonic field

. ;c.OIIlponents ;produeed by the effect of· different asymmetries. By using

this approach, firstly, the complexity of the problem is reduced.

Secondly, the origin of any particular harmonic frequenC';y is clearly
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Table 3.9

Calculated Ac1diticma1 Harmonic C'lmponents Due to Saturation of
an Induction Motor with Sta.tionary Eccentricity having

.
Slotted Stator and Rotor; Numerical Values for

.

the Motor Under Investigation

.

Harmonic Fields Calculated Values
Item Flux Density Pole Pole Frequency

-

No Amv1itude Pairs Frecr.uencv Pairs when s-O.Hz

1 .

B1P3P It (3p+l) 3f 7 180
4

2 " (p+1) f 3 60
.

3 It (3p"'1) 3f s 180

4 " (p-1) f 1 60

5 BSP3P4 (7p+1) f 15 60
4

6 " (3P+1) 3£ 7 180

7 ft. (7p-1)
.

f 13· 60

8 ft (3p-1) . 3f 5 180



1dentified. However, it is important to note that tile frequencies

of harmon1cs listed 1n different tables may coincide and the effects

from which they originate can be indistinguishable. Bence it is' felt.

that this appro.ach 1s advantageous in identifying .the effects of

20 28 36
different asymmetrlAs clearly, cOlIlPared to earlier. in'\'"estigations ' ,.

whe-rein several causes were treated at the same time.

In. the follOWin., chapters ,. the experimental verification of

. the a1.rgap. field. ha=onics .1s presented. Chapter{4]de..crib.es the

experimental arrangements •.
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4. ..EXPElW!ENTAL ARRANGEMENTS FOR THE nwESTlGATIOH

·()F THE .AIltc:AP HARHINIC FIELDS·

In order to verify the validity of the analysis developed in the

preceding chapter, and also to acquire a physical understanding of the

nature of airgap harmonics, extensive experimental investigations were

carried out on a medium size cage induction mo.tor. The experimental

results help �o identify the important harmonic frequencies and their

dominant amplitudes under various. operating conditions.
..

Above a.11, the studies give a clear idea about the important harmonic

orders, even· though. theoretically it is possible to have infinite number of
.

3,8,2.2
harmonic orders. Some of the early investigators studied the effects

at rated voltage with no-load and full-load. Aay attempt to identify the

individual harmonics with respect to their origin may involve extensive

efforts. In order to give· better understanding and. to reduce the

complexity of the problem, simplified methods are adopted in this thesis to

study the different effects of the airgap harmouics. A
.

systematic . study·

was carried out in order to understand the following:

a) Appropriate sloe-pitch to accommodate a search-coil fo·r the study

of the :field harmonics.

b) Identification of MIfF harmonic frequencies in the absence of slot

and saturation harmonics.

c) The dominant harmonic amplitudes at no-load operatiou(s-O).

.
.

.

d) The dominant harmonic amplitudes at rated load operation.

·e) Effect of eccentricity on the field harmonics.
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f) Effect of slot. harmonics on field· waveform under different

operating conditions.·

In this chapter, the general experimental

throughout the experimentation is first described.

procedure followed

This is followed by a

detailed descriptIon of the set-up of apparatus and features. of the various

pieces of the equi.pment. Finally, the suitable slot pitch to accommodate a

search coil for obtaining reasonable results in the harmonic analysis is

stud.ied.

4.1 Exper.imental procedure

Experimental results· such as hat'lllonic frequenc Ies , ampI itudes and

waveforms throw a great deal of light towards the understanding of t·he

nature of harmonic fields •. In order to study the airgap harmonic field of

a cage induction motor, the following procedure was adopted.

a) Suitable seareh· coils were fitted in the stator slot openings at

appropriate places to s·ense the various flux density waves.

b) Provision for varying the airgap to the desired level was made

available througll the t·est-rig.

c) The motor was mounted rigidly on its bed· and arrangements for

continuous loading were provided�

d) The signals from the tensing coils were analyzed with the belp of a

spectrum analyzer and plo.tted for different eccentricities and loads.

A brief deseribtion of the search-coils and the experimental

arrangement is given below.
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4.2 Arrangement of Search-coils

A search-coil is a single turn coil placed. in the magnetic field to

sense the flux density pattern in the' circuit under consideration. .By

Faraday's law there will be an induced voltage in such a coil when the

stator is' excited. Unfortunately, the airgap is too small to accommodate a

coil and hence, they are placed. in the slot openings, in bet1.feen the tooth

lips as shown in Fig.4.l. Basically three types of search-coils were
.

.

employed to atwi1 the' VU10US .

'flu· '<len.ity· pulsations. Th�y ilTe:

a) Those' search-coils placed at different slot-pitches.' Fig .4.1 shows

one such coil(S,6) covering a span of one siot- pitch. There are nine such

coil s wi th wid�hs. rangiag �r9Dl 1 to 9 .slot-pi tcbes •

b) Those search-coils placed around the tooth, to study the pulsations

of tooth flux. A typical coil is shown in Fig.4.1, coi1(3,4).

c) Those seareh-coils placed around the core to study the core flux

density waves such as coil (1,2) of Fig.4.l�

These probes are thin enamel covered SWG#30, copper conductors placed

in loops around the desired sections. The extensions are insulated with

fibre glass sleeves, transposed ( to avoid stray .. voltage induction due to

leakage flux) and connected to a special terminal board. These coils are

carefully glued into position in the narrow slot openings.
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Fig.4.1 Arrangement of search-coils in the stator

(1,2) - Search�coil to sense core flux density

(3,4) - Search-coil to sense tooth flux density
(5,6) - Search-coil with -1 slot-pitch

Flexible
Coupling

1
dynamometer

Excitation

Search coil

Spectrum
analyzer(@)----4_"'"

Squinel Cage
motor

oscilloscope

3 phase supply

- Fig.4.2 Block diagram of the experimental arrangement

wedge Insulation

x...y plotte-,

camera-
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'lbe block diagram of the experimental arrangement is shown in Fig.4.2.

It consists of the motor mounted on the 'test-rig with the loading

arrangements using a dynamometer, and the measuring system of the harmonic

fields.' A brief description of the power supply.and instruments is. given

in the fo llowing •

4.4 Power Supply and Loading Arrangements

lhe details of the lO-hp induction motor used to study the

eccentricity effects on the airgap harmonic field are given in Appendix-A.

Various features of the test-rig used to vary the airgap' setting are

described in Chapter [2]. Further, the details of the dc-dyn.amometer used

to load the ac motor are. given in Appendix-A. Fig.4.3
.

shows the

experimental motor(M) coupled to the dynamometer with the help of a

flexible coupling (N). As described in . ·Chapter [2], the stator of the

induction motor under investigation can be raised or lowered by . driving the

wedges in' .01" out, which varies the airgap. The test motor was supplied

from a continuously variable auto-tTatlsformer, which in turn is fed from a

230V, 60�, 3phase·, ac supply. The line voltage and currents were measured

with the help of suitable meters. A special terminal board was used, to

which the search coils were connected.

The swinging stator dynamometer can be operated either as a motor or

as a generator', with its armature connected to a 250V de 0.1" to a variable

load resistor, respectively. When starting as a motor, a 12 ohms'

resistance is connected' in series with the armature circuit to limit the

starting current. The field windings are separately excited from a 250V dc
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'-._ ...•.

... ,'
. Fig. 4.3 Expeiimental motor mounted on the test-rig

for the investigations of harmonic fields
(M) - Experimental motor (N) - Flexible coupling

'." t·

<·:�I·':·"'-,
;7 .':'

;,
....

r : ••• �::
� ,:}.. .'�h�:l.,;:;.;� .

Fig.4.4 Arrangement of the apparatus
experimentation
(1).- Spectrum analyzer
(J) - X-Y plotter

for the
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$�uree;. A ·150. Oluall,. 2.8A v-ariab.le. �beoatat was connected in ,.:eriea .V1th the

field circuit. to control the field current. 'lbe de circQ.it curren.t and

voltages were also measured. with the help of suitable meters. When

operating as a generator, the de machine output 'fas wasted .as heat in 'the

series connected variable load resistor. Fig ..4.4 shows the layout of the

instr1.llDent adjacent to the motor on an elevated c.arr,iage.

4.5·Heasuring System

the signal of the desired search coil can be tapped from the terminal

board and was given to the. spectrum analyzer. The analyzer used was

HP�3,.ssOA ..
, It is intended for low frequency applieations, specially for use

in the audio frequency range.

from 50Hz to 50 kHz in

The spectrum frequency span can be varied

10 different settings. A sweep oscillator was

connected so as to move. the oscilloscope trace through one horizantal sweep

as the. oscillator sweeps the frequency band. If the output of the analyzer

is ccnnecced to tbe vertical co.ntrol of the oscilloscope, 'the spectrum of

interest appears as an oscillograph, newly drawn for each. sweep •. Of

course, the sweep time can be. set from O.01second/diviaon to 200

secondldivison in 14 different settings. This gives a overall sweep time

of O� 1 to 2000 seconds. Such an arrangement is called, "panoramic

analyzer", . when t·he sweep, tTacking. filtering and oscilloscope facilities

are combined in one instrument. The resolution band width can be set from

1 to 300Hz in 6 different settings. For logarithmic scanning wherein. the

scan
.

rate varies continuously, optimum resolution is maintained by

continously varying the filter selectivity.
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The. linear amplitude display gives the relative measurements in

percent of full scale •. The log scale displays the relative amplitudes 'in

dB. Output sign'als corresponding to the display of the CRO can be obtained

from the analyzer for recording purposes. The. X-axis output supply from

the spectrum analyzer gives a de voltage propotiona1 to the position of the

.

frequency sweep on the CaT display. When the sweep is at the start of the

frequency,the X-axis output is OV dc. When the 8weep'is at the end

frequency, the output is SV dc. The Y-axis output supplies a dc voltage

propotional to the. amplitude c;f the signal appearing ott :the db:pl'ay.

An X-Y
.

recorder(HP ..7046A) was used to record the frequency spectrum.

The recorder is essentially an electro-mechanical device. The signals from

the spectrum analyzer were given to a pair of .servo. systems ,driving .a

recording pen in two axe••. The plotter recording pen speeds can be either

76 em/second or 36 cm/second •.The writing mechanism is a servo. actuated pen

and the writing area is 21.5 128 08, graph sheet. The spectrum analyzer

and the X-Y plotter were interconnect.ed to plot the spectral graphs.
.

In

Fig.4.4 the spectrua allalyzer(I)� X-Y plotter(J) are shown along with other

instruments.

The cathode ray oscilloscope(CRO) is one of
.

the versatile equipment

used to study the waveforms. A'storage scope was used to analyze the field

waveforms, and the polariod camera is attached to it in order to take

pictures of the field waveform for further analysis.
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Periodic or stored traces on the screen can be'photographed with usual

techniques. The exposure .time and the .corrosponding f number are to be

.

selected correctly to get a clear image. The camera has f numbers:

1.9,2.8,4.0,5.6,8.0,11 and' 16. There are 10 different shutter speeds

available for desired exposure.

4.6 Relevant Slot-pitch to ACcommodate a Search' Coil for Harmonic

Study

Before proceeding' With· the sct�l harmonic s'tudy,it is 'neeessary' to

.

.

.
.

find out the appropriate slot-pitch for ·the searcb-coil 80 that it provides

the best possible results. The selection can be done by studying the

relative amplitudes. of the harmonic content of the induced voltage signal

from the varia.us lear.!:h-coils at .differ.ent sloe-pitcl\e.s. The relative

harmonic amplitudes' of the induced voltage frODl different search coils

situated in. span length of. 1,2,4,5,8 si-ot-pitches are shown in Fig.4.5.

The relative amplitudes of dominant harmonics are given.in Table (4.1).

Table (4.1) Measured Relative Harmonic _plitudes of the

Signals From Search-coils of Different Slot
Pitches at 2OOV,7A,1800rpm,No-load with E-O

. Slot-pitch B3 Bs B7

1 0.12 0.17 0.07

2 0.09 0.10 0.02

4 0.04 0.• 02 0.01

5 0.01 . 0.04 o.oi

8 0.03 0.03 0.01

. ':the -fUndamental amplitude is taken to be 1. 0 p .u. as the refere·nce.
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From the table it is· clear that as the slot-pit.ch approaches the

full-pitch ·the relative harmonic amplitudes become less. To measure the

harmonic fields with reasonable accuracy, it is appropriate to choose the

search-coil with one slot-pitch.

In the next Chapter, the experimental investigations using a

search-coil· with one slot-pitch are presented.· The airgap is kept uniform

and the. effects of slots and saturation· are verified experimentally.
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S. lIBtJ) HABMONICS OF A MACHINE WITH UND'OBM
Am�

.

. 'f

The following asymmetries in a machine with UDiforill airgap contribute .

towards harmonic production:

a) Winding distribution (towards MMF harmonics).

b) Slotting (towards slot harmonics).

c) Effect of saturation (towards saturation harmonics.).

The resultant airgap field is a superposition of the above effects and

cannot be studied in detail at nOTmal operating conditions. Consequently,

different tests were performed to identify the individual harmonics with

respect to it. originating sources. Th� behavior of any harmonic can. be

characterized UDder the following head iugs:

a) Frequency,

b) Amplititude,

c) Waveform. .and

d) Pole pairs.

'!be first a.spect of the problem is investigated to a greater detail in

this thesis. The second and third aspects of the problem are treated

qualitativelY and the fourth aspect has not been studied de to .the

measuring complexities.
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5.1 Field Harmonic Frequencies of a Machine with Uniform Airgap

'!h.e harmonic frequencies are indirectly responsibile for the

.

additional effects' such as harmonic torques, additional stray 108s,

vibrations and electromagnetic noise:. The harmonic frequencies were

studied with the help of a spec true analyzer and X-Y plotter by analyzing.

signals derived from the search coils. Frequency plots were recorded and

studied under the following supply conditions.

a) Reduced voltage at standstill (s-l).

b} Reduced voltage at no-load (s-O).

c) Rated voltage at no-load (s-O).

d) Different load conditions .•

. The behavior with large over (greater than normal operating) voltag-es

were not studied due to .the limitations in the supply conditions. The.

details of the present investigations are presented and disc·ussed below.

5.1.1 Harmonic Frequencies at Standstill Condition (s-1)

At standstill(s-l). according to Eqn.(3.l2) the airgap rotating

pertlleances are absent. Further, with a low applied voltage the airgap flux

is decreased to a large extent and hence the saturation harmonics ar�

absent. To record a frequency plot under the·se conditions, a reduced

voltage is applied to the terminals of the stator .keeping the rotor at

standstill. A typical frequency plot recorded .at 10V(approx�ately S% of

rated voltage), SA.• rotor at standstill, with E-O is shown in Fig.5.1. The

frequency is plotted to a linear scale in the X-axis, and the harmonic'
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'

.._1j� : t. d;a, 4ecibeLa ili the..· Y...uls. FrODJ the frequency �lot t the _.

harmonic frequencies produced due to the winding distribution and triplen

harmonic c'01Ilponents are listed below:
.

a) MMF harmonics: According to the rule (1+6C)f, where

C-o ,. +1 , :r:2,.+3, • � ••The expected frequenc ies are:

1,{-5�7),(-11,13),(-17,19),(-23,25),

(;'29,31) (;'35,37) ,(-41,43) ,(-47,49),

(-53,55), (-59,61),(-:-65,67), (-11,73),

. (-.77 ,79) ,hal ,.8S ..• ,., ..... ) f.

All the expected frequencies are clearly recorded. This is in agreement

with the conclusions arrived in Section [3.3].

b) Even harmonics:

frequencies are absent.

The second and mUltiples of second harmonic

c) Triplen harmonic's: According to the predictions in Table (3.1), no·

.

triplen harmonic frequency c.an be expected due to the MMF harmonie fields.

As a matter of fact. the triplen harmonics are produced by the slot

harmonics. If higher order slotting effects are accounted it can be shown

that all the tripleD. harmonics excluding the multiples of 2 will be

present. The £requenc ies .recorded in the spec t'rum

are:(3,9,15,21,27,33,39,45,51, 57,63,69,75,81' ••••• )f.

From the above investigations the advantage of a frequency plot with.

the rotor at standstill{s-I) is obvious. The MMf harmonics and triplen

harmonic frequencies due to slotting effects are identified·distinctly.

The absence of even harmonics are .confirmed. It was observed that the
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above harmonic frequencies were prese�t at stands�ill ($-1),. in the v.arious

rotor positions at different angles.

5.1. 2 Harmonic Frequencies at Reduced Voltages at Slip-O

At . reduced voltage, the effec·ts of �aturation harmonics may not be

dominant and hence the other important harmonic .freqU$ucies can be studied.

A frequency plot recorded at 46V(20% o·f rated voltage), l.lA, 1800rpm,

no-load(s-O), with ·E-O is shown in Fig.5.2. The amplitude scale is so

chosen that only MMF harmonics of dominant amplitude would appear in the

plot. The important frequency peaks are �d.entified by the ,.correspo:llcl.i,ng

values written against each one of them. The following groups of

frequencies are identified from.this study:

a) MMF harmonies:
.

As mention(:!d above only dominant MMF harmonic

. frequencies along with the fundamental are recorded • For example,

(1,5,7)£ •

. b) Even harmonies: Absent.

e) Triplen harmonies: The low order dominant harmonics are present.

·For example, 3£.

d) Slot harmonics: 'l'be dominant slot harmonics recorded in the·

spectrum are:

(l230,1350),(2S20.2640),(3810,3930)Hz.

These frequencies. correspond to n • 1,2 and 3 in Eqn. (3.38).

It is evident that the study of the harmonic frequency spectrum at a
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.

re:d'u�ed v.ol�e laeips· ·-to . iI1en,t·i.fy the h.�nciea: 4.,.. ·:,to ,sl6t b"ouU� .

distinctly from other effects.

5.1.3 Distribution o·f Harmonic Frequencies at Rated-voltage

A typical harmonic frequency plot of the induced voltage due to 1 slot

pitch signal at 230V(100% of rated voltage), 8.5A, 1800rpa, no-load(s-O)

with E-O' is· shown. in Fig.5.3.·. As done ��fore, the harmonic peaks are

identified by the corresponding values written aganist each of the dominant

peaks� As mentioued before, a nonlinear scale (dB) is employed, so that·

even small harmonic frequency' is. repre·senre.ct clearly, even
..

though the

relative harmonic amplitude is c.ousiderably small. From the' plot the

following frequencies are iden�ified!

a) MMF harmonics: Dominant MMF harmonic frequencies are recorded. for

example. (5,1,11,13)f. In other regions, the slot harmonic frequencies

become dominant 'and hence the MMF hamonic frequencies (19,23,25,29)f which

fall in the region of first order slot harmonic frequencies (1230,13S0)Hz,

are not recorded distinctly.

b) Even hal'1DOt\ics: Absent.

c) Triplen harmonics:. The low order triplen harmonics such as (3,9)f

are clearly recorded.

d) Slot harmonics: All the. slot harmonic frequencies identified

during the iow voltage test are .again recorded clearly.

e) Slot harmonic sideband frequencies due to saturation! Additional

harmonic frequencies due to slot harmonic sidebands produced by saturation,.
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which are predicted by Eqn.(3.41), are recorded. For example, adjacent to

first order slot harmonics, two groups of frequencies are recorded;

(1110,990,870)Hz and (1470,1590,1710)Hz.

f) Saturation harmonics: In the plot the· following frequencies are

recorded due to the effect of saturation: (3,5,7,9,11 •• )f. This

observation is in agreement with the relation, given by Eqn.(3.40).

g) The above study on the harmonic frequencies at rated voltage shows

that some of the MMF harmonics, saturation harmonics and slot harmonics are

superimposed. For example, MMF and saturation harmonics coincide at a

frequency of 5f and 7f.

5.1.4 Effect of Loading

The effect of load on a cage motor is to bring down the rotor speed by

a small percentage. In the present example at rated-load, the slip is

3.33%. The slot harmonic frequencies will be reduced according to this

slip, Eqn.(3.38). This effect was observed in the frequency plot taken at

normal load conditions.'

5.2 Field Harmonic Amplitudes of a Machine with Uniform Airgap

The losses due to harmonics, airgap parasitic forces, stator vibration

and electromagnetic noise from the motor are dependent on some function of

the harmonic amplitude. In otherwords, lesser the harmonic amplitude,

lesser will be the additional effects and vice versa. In order to study

the harmonic amplitudes of the airgap field, the spectrum analyzer is

operated in the linear mode. For a machine with uniform airgap, a typical

no-load amplitude plot recorded at 230V(100% of rated voltage), 8.SA,
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1800rpm, no-load(s=O), .with E-O is shown in Fig.5.4. The frequency is

taken in the X-axis and the harmonic amplitude in the Y-axis, both being in

the linear scale. The fundamental is taken to be 100% as 1 p.u. With this

arrangement the relative amplitudes can be read easily from the plot. The

following dominant harmonic amplitudes are recorded:

a) MMF harmonics: Band B •

5 7

b) Triplen harmonics: B.
3

c1 Slot harmonics: The important slot harmonics are at frequencies

(1230,1350),(2520,2640), (3810,3930). The first order slot harmonic

frequencies are the dominant ones.

The experimental values of various harmonics at 230V(100% of rated

voltage), 8.5A,1800rpm, no-load(s-O) with E=O is shown in Table (5.1).
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Table (5.1) Measured No-load Harmonic Amplitudes
at 230V, 8a5A,1800rpm(s-0) with EaO

Search�coil Is ,15 B-r Bss IS1-

1 slot-pitch 0.19 0.30 0.12 0.03 0.08
.

search-coil

Core searcb 0.03 0.06 0.01 0.01 0.03
coil

8 slot-pitch 0.05 0.06 0.01 ·0.01 0.01
search-coil

The above values are baseel on fundamental as 1 p.u,

From the table, it is clear that the fift·h harmonic is considerably

large. The first order slot harmonics are at moderate level.

5.2.1 Variation of Harmonic ·Amplitudes with Applied Voltage

The variation of amplitudes of the harmonic components at ideal

no-load i.e.a� .ynchronous speed(s�O), with variation .in the applied

voltage is plotted in Fig.5.5. As the.applied voltage increases all· the

harmonic components are increased •. The increase in fundamental amplitude

is non-linear, which is to be expected due to the resistallce voltage drop

in each phase. It is interesting to note that in Ref. [57] a linear

increase of the amplitude. is reported.

The largest harmonic componellt is the fifth harmonic at 300Hz, at

no-load. In Ref.[57],the third harmonic was reported to be the largest.

It may be emphasized that the dominallt harmonic amplitude depends upon the

magnetic circuit design and the chording factor.

It should be noted that the second and third order .slot harmonics are
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: Fig.5.S Variation of the amplitude �f harmonic components with variation

in the applied voltage at ideal no-load (s-O) and E-O.
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nOt appreciab Le at no�load.

5.2.2 Effect of Loading

The knowledge of the airgap harmonic amplitudes at load condition is a

vital quantity in the understanding of the additional effects of a loaded

. motor. The variation in the amplitudes of harmonic components. with change

in load current is shown in Fig.s .. 6. Also, the amplitudes of different

harmonics at no-load and rated-load conditions for different magnetic

circuits are listed in Table (5.2).
.

The harmonic amplitude plot at

. 2l0V{lOO% of rated voltage) and. rated current of 25A with 1-0 is shown' iit

Fig.s. 7.

Table (5.2) Measured Values of Harmonic Amplitudes at

No-load(23OV,8.5A,1800rpm),and Rated-load

(230V,2sA,1140rpm) with 1-0

Search 13 Bs B7 BS5 BS1
coil

N.L F.L N.L F.l. N.L F.L N.L F.L N.L F.L

1 slot-pitch 0.19 0.13 0.30 0.21 0.12 0.12 '0.03 0.20 0.08 0.37
search-coil

core search 0.03 0.01 0.06 0.03 0.01 0.00 0.01 0�02 0.03 0.05
coil

8 slot-pitch' 0.05 0.01 0.06 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.05 0.01 0.05
search-c.oil

N �L- No-load F�L· Full-load

The above. values are based on fundamental as 1 p.u.

lbe following observations are made from this study:

a) The fund_ental component drops by a small percentage from no-load
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.

b) 'The dominant··MD' and third harmonic components drop as tbe load

current increases. These harmonics are: B,B, and B •

3 5 7

c) The first order slot· harmonic
.
components B . and B increase

S1 S5
appreciably with increase in the load current as is .evident from. Table

(5.2).

d) The second and third order slot barmonic components come into
.

play

as the load increases. For example, the second order slot harmonic wjth a

.

fr-e-quency 2438 Hz appears with a magnitlJde ·of 0.05 p ..u .ae ra�ed load.

e) Additional sidebands close to the slot harmonic frequencies appear

due to saturation as discussed earlier •. For example, close to the first

order slot harmonic pair (1187, 1307)Hz, the sidebands due to saturation

with frequencies 1427 Hz (0.20 p.u.) and 1547 Hz (0.190 p.u.) are recorded

as sho� in Fig.5.7.

The investigations demonstrate the importance of the slot harmonics

under the loaded condition of the ·motor.

5.3' Field Waveforms of the Machine with Uniform Airgap

Raving examined the validity of the analysis" with respect to the

frequencie.s 'and done the investigations for the harmonic amplitudes, it is

of interest to know the . the . effect of these quantities on. the field
. ..,

waveforms. Theoretically, a superior motor performance can be achieved if

the airgap flux density wave is sinusouidal. The
.

effect· of additional

harmonics is to distort the field wavefonn • The field waveforms are

. ·-st\ld;ied at ·different operating conditions in order to disclose the effects

of various . ha,rmonics on the resultant wavefonn. Initially the waveforms.
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are 'studied' with

no-load conditions.

investigated •

reduced voltage and later with rated voltage aQd at

Finally, the effect of the load on the waveforms is

.

5.3.1 Fiux Density Waveforms

a) One important· aipect . of the study bf field waveforms is the

�dentification of the effect of slot. ripples, which was discussed

extensively in literture[l,3]. 'lbe wavefo'tDl of the induced voltage in the.

I slot-pitch search-coil at IOV(approximately 10% of rated voltage),3.7A,

1318rpm(s*26.·8%), . no-load ·is shown in Fig.5.8. lbe harmonic frequency

relation [R/p(l-a)!.l] f gives frequency component values to be 1005 and 885

Hz respectively, considering only' the first order effect. 'lbe harmonic'

frequency spectrum plot obtained with' the above conditions is shown in

Fig. 5 • 9. lbe· fo tlowing· s lot harmonic frequencies are recorded:

1005, (1830,1950), (2715., 2895), (3720, 3840)Hz •

. The carrier frequencies are mainly due to fundamental, third and fifth

harmonics.

b) The waveform of the induced voltage in 1 slot-pitch search-coil at

46V(20% of rated voltage), 1.lA, 1800rpm� 'no-load(s-O) with E*O is shown in

Fig.S.IO. The slot ripples are present distinctly in the fUl'ldamental flux

density wave. At reduced applied voltages, it is evident that the effect

of saturation is neglible.

c) At 115V (50% of rated voltage), 2.7A, 1800rpm, no-load( s-O) with

E-O, . the w&vefo.rm of the induced voltage in 1 slot-pitch search..coil. is

shown in Fig.5.1l.
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Fig. 5.8 'Waveform of the induC".ed voltage in 1

slot-pi tch search-coil at 10V (appro>:imately
5% of rated vc;ltage) 3. 7A, 13.18 rpm (s==26.7%
WitQ_ E=O.

Fig. 5.10 ·Yaveform of the ind�.ced voltsge iil
1 slot-pitch search-coil at 46V(20% of
rated voltage), lolA, 1800 rpm, no-load

(s=O) With E=O.

Fig. 5�11 Vaveform of the induc�d voltage in
1 slot-pitch search-coil at l15V

(50% of rated vel tage), 2.7A,
1800 �m, no-1oad(s=0) with E=O.



d) The waveform o·f the inducecl voltage iu 1. slot-pitch search-coil at

l6lV (70% of rated voltag�) I 4�3A, . 1800rpa, llo.. load(8-()), .with E-O is shown

in Fig.5.12. The saturation does not 8._ to affect the waveform to any

appreciable extent.

e) At rated-voltage (23OV), 8.SA, 1800rpm, no-load(s-O) with E-O, .the

waveform of the induced volt·age of the 1 slot-pitch search-coil i8 shown in

Fig�5.13. The striking observation is that the slot ripples are

8uperimposed on the. fundamental fl� density· wave. The slot ripples are

increased·near the zero croasing. It is to be noted that both pOsitiv<8·and

negative hal f waves are similar.· The non-sinu8odial nature of the waveform

is due to the saturation of the magnetic circuit.

f) To s.tudy the field waveforms at over"'voltages, the waveform ·of the

induced voltage of 1 slot-pitch search-coil at 250V(UO% of the rated

voltage), lO.lA, 1800rpa, tto-load(s-O), with 1-0 is shown in Fig.•5.l4. Due

to the severe saturation of the 1Iliddle of the pale, the waveform .distorted

ee a much greater extent·. The ampere-turn loading near the zero crossing

is still small and hence the· saturation is not affecting the sine wave near

the zero crossing. The slot ripples are still well defined near the zero

crossing without· too much· distortion. The resultant is a

peaked-fIat-topped wave because of the very high fifth harmonic content.

Such an observation was recorded in Section.[5.2.1].
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Fig. 5.12 Waveform of the induced voltage in 1

slot-pitCh searth-coil at l6lV{70%
of rated voltage), 4.3A, 1800 ,rpm,
no-load(s=O) with E-O.

Fig. 5.13 ·Wavefom. of the ind1,1ced voltage in I'

slot-pitch search-coil at 230V(lOO%
ot rated voltage), 8.5A, 1800 rpm,
no�loading(s-O) with E�O.

", "

:::
':; .

....:.

-: .:

Fig. 5.14 Waveform of the induced vcltage in 1

slot-pitCh search-coil at 250V(110%
of rat.ed voltage), lO.lA, 1800 rpm,
no-load(s-O) with E=O.
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5.3.2 Airgap Flux Den$ity·Waves

The signal from any· search coil having a slot-pitch from I to.8

reveals the general nature of the airgap field. The waveforms of the

induced voltages of two search-coils located at 1 and 8 slot-pitches, and

the machine operating at at 230V(100% of ra·ted voltage), 8.SA, 1800rpm,

no-load(s-O), with Eao are shown in Fig.5.15. It is clearly seen that the

harmonic content in the former is more than that of the later. The

vectorial addition of induced·· "oltages from diffe'tent·. slots actually

filters the harmonic. to a great extellt and the waveform. 0·£ .:the airg·a, 'flux

density approaches a sinusouid with 8 slot-:-pitch (also see Fig.4.5) •.

5.3.3 Core FlUx Density wave

The waveform of the induced voltage in the core flux search· coil

recorded at 230V(100% o·f rated voltage), 8.5A, 1800rpm; no-lo4d(s-O) with

E80 is shown in Fig.5.16. The wave is non�sinU8odial and flat-shaped due

to the magnetic circuit saturation.· The high frequel1ey slot ripple content

is very smalL

5.3.4 Effect of Loading

The load ·on a cage motor brings· down the third,fifth and seventh

harmouics and increases the slot harmonics. ·The general nature of the

field waveform under such a condition is discussed below with the help of

. wavefol'lDs . recorded at full load, rated voltage and uniform airgap

condition.
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Pig. 5�15 llaveforms of the induced voltage in r

.2 search-coils at 23OV(100% of rated·

voltage). 8.5A. 1800 rpm, no-load

(s-O) with E-O_
Ch I : Search-coil of 1 slot-pitch

.

Ch I�: Search-coil of 8. slot-pitch
.� .

<,

. Fig. 5.16 . Waveform of the induced voltage in
core flux search-coil at·230V(100%
of rated vo1tagel. 8.5A. 1800 rpm

no�load(s=O) with E-O
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a).Tooth flux density waveform

The waveform of the induced voltage of the 1 slot-pitch search-coil at

230v(lOO% of rated voltage), rated current(25A), 1740rpa(s-3.33%),with E-O

is shown ,in 'Fig.5.17(channel:I). The general pattern of, the

carrier(fundamental) and the modulating waves ,(slot ripples) are clearly

seen 0 The corresponding amplitudes are shown in Fig.5.7. The dODlinan't slot

harmonic frequencies are 1187, and 1307 Hz. The slot harmonics are the main

contributing' factor tow.ards'the pt;Oductiou'of vibration .ad magnetic noise

in a loaded motor.

The other important characteristic, of thi.s flux density wave is due

to ,the ro·tor reaction effect. I� is seen that the ripples due to slot

harmonics are superimposed on the flux density wave more or less unifot'11l1y

as shown in l'i8.5,.13 at no-load.. Under loaded condition, the fields due to

stator excitation and the rotor currents are acting simultaneously. '

b) .Airgap flux density waveform

'lbe 'waveforms of �he induced'voltage of 2 search-coils situated in I'

'and 8
:

slot-pitches at, 230V(lOO% ,of rated voltage), 25A(100%),

1740rpa(s-3.33%), �th laO are shown in Fig.5.17. The waveform of the 1

slot-pitch signal fluctuates more than 30% due to ripples, w,i1e th� 8

slot-pitch search-coil VOltage is close to a sine wave. In general, it can

be stated that as the number of slots/pole/phase ,q, increases the phase

belt voltage approacbes a sine-wave. Of course, there are other

,

const.raints in deciding upon the value of q ,
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Fig. 5.17 Waveforms of the induced voltages in
. 2.search-coils at 230V(100% of rated
voltage), 25A, 1740 rpm(s-3.33%),
with E=O

.
Ch I : Search-coil of 1 slot-pitch
Ch II: Search-coil of 8 slot-pitch

.... "

Fig. 5.18 Waveform of the induced voltage in
.

core flux search coil at 230V(lOO%
of rated voltage), 25A, 1740 rpm
(s-3 •. 33%) with E=O

.
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:c} Core flux density wave

The waveform of the induced voltage of the search coil around the core

at 230V(lOO% of rated voltage), 25A(lOO%), 1740rpm (s-3.33%), with 1-0. is

shown in Fig.5.18. The envelope of the core flux density waveform is �ch

cleaner compared to the. wavefo� of the induced voltage of 1 slot-pitch .

search-coil. The slot harDlC)llic ripple content is around 1.0% peak to peak.

The "ave .is closer to a sine wave indicating that the saturation effects

. a.re .less in :"the back-eore" of' the atater' edmpared. ee the teeth.'

Having investigated the airgap field harmonics of the machine with

uniform airgap, the next important airgap asymmet�, namely stationary

eccentricity is considered in the next chapter. The effects of stationary

eccentricity and saturation are verified experimentally•.
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6. P'DIJ) HABMOBICS OF A MACBIBE Ilf THE PRESENCE OF SUTIOBARY
ECClBTlICITY

.
.

.An important objective of the present experimental investigations is

to acquire physical understanding of the nature of airgap harmonic field in

the presence of stationary eccentricity. The airgap field harmonies of a

machine in the presence of stationary eccentricity is studied and compared

with the case of uniform airgap in order to identify the additional

. harmonic: fields produced by the sta.tionary eccentric ity � To achieve the

.above objective, the relative eccentricity of the airgap was changed in

steps of 0.125 p.u. and the effect on the airgap field was studied.

'lhrough a series of experiments the effect of the large and. small airga.ps

. on the harmonic fields was studied With the help of spect� analyzer and

osc i1108cope.•

6.1 Harmonic Frequencies in the Presence of Stationary Eccentricity

Frequency plots were recorded for the operation of the machine at s-O

and ·at different eccentricities. It was observed from the frequency plot,

that no new additional. harmonic frequency is created in the presence of

stat ionary eccentric ity • This is in. agreement .with the theoretical

analysis, Section •. [3.5].

6.2 Variation of Harmonic Amplitudes with Applied Voltage in a Machine·

with Stationary Eccentricity

In order to study the airgap harmonics at no-load with stationary

ecc,ntricity, the cage rotor was driven at synchronous speed and the

deair,ed stator.. excitation voltage was applied •. The harmonic contents·. of

the induced voltage signal from 1 slot-pitch search-coils situated in the
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larger airgap and the emaller airgap were analyzed with the help of a

spectrum analyzer. The variation of amplitudes of the harmonic components

at ideal no-load(s-O), with variation in ·the. applied voltage in the

presence of eccentricity of E-O.S is shown in Fig�6.1. Further, a typical

harmonic amplitude plot obtained from the signals. of .

1 slot-pitch

search-coils situated in the larger and smaller airgap regions at 230V(lOO%

of rated voltage), 8.SA, 1800rpa, no-load(s-O), with E-O.5 is shown in

Fig.6.2. The following conclusions are arrived.

The harmonic components c.orresponding to. smaller airgap are larger

than those due to the larger airgap. The saturation effects do not seem to

come into play with any of the ha·rmonics. At no-load, the fifth h�rmonic is

dominant. The harmonic component values of the machine in the presence of

Ulliform airgap lies· 'approximately between the values of components of �he

smaller and larger air.gap. TtU! measured amplitudes of various . harmonic

components at 230V{iOO% of rated voltage), 8.SA, 1800rpm, no-load(s-O), for

uniform, smaller and larger airgaps are given in Table (6.1).
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Fig� 6.1 Variation in the amplitude of harmonic coeponent s at the larger

and smaller airgap regions with variation in the applied voltage.

at no-load (s • 0) and E-O.S.
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Table (6�1) Measured No-load Harmonic AIllplitudes at 23OV(100%
o·f Rated-voltage) ,1800rpm(s-0) ,with E-<) and E-<).5

Rannonics Harmonic amplitudes

1-0 E-O. 5,g1 E-0.5,g2

'13 0 .....19 0.16 0.�4

Bs 0.30 .0.29 0.34

B7 0.12 0.08 0.25

Bas '0.03 0.01 O.OS

Bs1 0.08 0.11 0.15

The above· values are b'ased on 1 p.u. fundamental at E-O.
g1 :La�ger airgap
g2 : Smaller airgap.

It 'is observed that harmonic sidebands due to saturation are injected, .

although their 'amplit:udes are not apPJ'eeiable, Ln the region of smaller

airgap.

6.3 Variation of Harmonic Amplitudes as a Function of Eccentricity in

a Machine with Stationary Eccentricity

As slaen in the foregoing, the harmonic amplitudes corres.po.nding to the

smaller and larger airgap vary appreciably in a cage induction motor. The

variation· in tbe amplitude of different harmonic components at 230V(l00% of

rated voltage.), 1800rpm(saO), with variation in the relative eccentricity

is shown in Fig.6.3. From this figure, the following observations are

made.

a) .

As the eccentricity increases, the fundamental drops by a small

percentage in the largeT airgap region •. ' However, the fundamental' amplitude

of the smaller airgap is always higher than that of the larger airgap.
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b) The harmonic. components of the smaller airgs,p iner.ea.se with the

increase in the eccentricity.

c) The harmonic components. of the larger airgap· decrease' with the

increase in the eccentricity •.

d)' A closer. examination of the harmonic components. at no-load(Fig.6.1)·

and 1-0.5 reveals that higher order slot harmonics come into play a.t

increased eccentricity levels .in the .smaller >&irgap. Also the slot

harmonic sidebands due to ·saturation are observed in the harmonic plot of

the smaller airgap.

The above effects are not �oainant in the larg'er airgap region. It is

important to note that the difference in'the amplitudes of a particular

harmonic in the two airgap regions wiil produce additional effects in a

motor with stationary eccentricity.

6.4 Variation of Harmonic Amplitudes with Load

In the 'pres.ence of stationary eccentricity the larger and smaller

airgap influence the harmonic amplitudes to a greater extent in a loaded

motor. The change in flux distribution· is most pronounced when the pole

centre is under the influence of smaller or larger airgap·. The variation

in the amplitude of harmonic components at 23OV(lOO% of rated' voltage),

E-O.5, due to the smaller and larger airgaps are plotted as a function of

load current in 1ig.6.4. To demonstrate the effect of smaller and larger

airgaps on .the amplitude ·of the harmonics, the relative amplitude plots

recorded at 230V(lOO% of rated voltage), 25A� 1740rpm(s-3.33%), with E-0.5

corresponding to sma.ller and larger airgaps are shown in Figs.6.5 and 6.6,
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respectively. The following observations are made from this study.

a) The fundamental drops by a small percentage as the load current

inc·reases. The difference in the fundamental amplitude is not
: appreciable

in the smaller and larger airgaps.

b) The amplitudes of MMF (S-th aud 7�th)' hanaonics and third harmonic

drop as
.

the load current increases as ,hown in Fig.6.4 •. '!he fi.fth harmonic.

is dominant under light loads. 'At rated load, the· slot harmonics bec'ome
"

dominant.

c) As discussed in Sec. [S. 2. 2], the firs.t order slot harmonics with

frequencies 1187 and 1307 Hz are very importan.t in a loaded motor from the

noise production point of view. The slot harmonic with frequency 1307 Hz

become appreciable in a motor with stationary eccentric·ity. For 'example,

at 2SA the' amplitude values are 0.44 p su , in the smaller airgap at)d 0.27

p.u. in the larger airgap. The slot harmonic magnitude due to the' smaller.

airgap is highe.r than the corresponding value with·I-O e
.

. .'

d) From Fig.6.S, it can be seen that the slot harmonic sidebands due

to saturation reach appreciable magnitudes in the smaller airgap region.

The measured amplitudes of the slot harmonic sidebands due to saturation at

230V(lOO% of. rated voltage), 2SA, 1740rpm( s-3. 33%) , produced in the

uniform, larger and smaller airgaps are shown in Table (6.2).
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Table(6.2) Measured Amplitudes of Slot Hanaouic
Sidebands due to Saturation at 230V(lOO% of Rated
Voltage),25A,1740rpm(s-3.33%),with E-O and E=O.5

stot harmonic Ba:rmouic amplitudes
sideband
frequency, Hz •. E-O E-O.5,81· E-o.5,g2
1067 0.04 0.015 0.072 .

1427 0.20 0.082 0.170

1547 0.19 0.070 0.17

1667 0.13 0.05 o. 1 �

rne above values are based ou 1 ·.u. . fundamentalp at E-O.
g,: .t.rger airgap:
g2! Smaller airgap

e) . In a machine with stationary eccentricity, the higher order slot

harmonic amplitudes reach appreciable magnitudes in the smaller .

airgap

region •.. The measured higher order slot harmonic aplitudes at 230V(100% of

rated voltage), 25A, 1740rpm(s.-3.33%), for uniform, larger and SDlsller

airgaps are shown in Table (6.3).

Table (6.3) Measured Higher Order Slot Harmonic
Amplitudes at 230V(lOO% of Rated-voltaae),
25A,1740rpm(s-3.33%),with E-O and E-O.5

Slot . Frequency Hannonic amplitudes
harmonic
order Hz E-O E=O.5,81 E-O.5,82

2 2318 0.017 0.01 0.02

2 2438 0.04 0.02 0.05

3 3682· 0.01 0.01 0.01
t

3 3·802 0.01 . 0.01 0.01

The above values are based on 1 p.u. fund_ental at E-O.

g1 : Larger airgap
82: Smaller·airgap
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6.5 Field Waveforms

In
.

this' sec.tion, the the airgap flux density waveforms and core flux.

density waveforms are studied in the presence of stationary eccentric.ity

for different operating conditions. The effect of slot ripples and

saturation harmonics on the resultant field waveforms of the. larger and

.

smaller airgap are discussed •.

6.5.1 Flux. Density Waveforms

a) At .reduced applied volt.age. the effa-.ct of saturation will be le88.

The effect of slotting can be seen on the tooth

clearly. To demonstrate these effects, the

flux. density wave' quite
.,

waveforms -'of the induced

voltages of the 1 slot"'pitch ·searcb"coil at 46V(20% of the rated voltage},

1. lA, la-O0rpla, no-load(s-G); with E-O .. 5 is shown in Fig.6.7corresponding

to the saaller and larger airgaps. the slot ripples are' distributed

uniformly over the sine wave. Due to the difference in the airgap lengths,

the magnitudes of the'resulant waves are of course different.

b) 'The waveforms' of the induced voltage of the 1 slot-pitch

search-coil at 115V(50% of rated voltage), 2.7A, l800rpm, no-load(s-O.) with,

£-0.5 is shown in Fig·.6.8 for the' smaller and larger airgaps. In this

case, the amplitude difference of the waves is considerable. The.begining

of saturation at thf! centre of ·the pole is' shown by the fluctuations in the

smaller airgap wave. The larger airgap wave is still out of saturation.

The waveforms of the induced voltage of the 1 slot-pitch signal at 16lV(70%

of rated voltage), 4.3A, 1800rpm, no-load(s-O) with £-0.5 is shown ill

Fig. 6.9 for the smaller and larger airgaps.
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Fig. 6.7 Wavefoms of the induced voltage. in
2 search�coils at 46V(20% of rated
voltage), l.lA, 1800 rpm, no-load(s=O) with E=O.S.
Ch I : Search�coil of 1 slot-pitch in the smaller airgap
Ch II: Search-coil of 1 slot-pitch in the �arger airgap
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c) At 230V(lOO% of rated voltage), 8.SA, 1800rpm,no-Ioad(s-O), with

1-0.5 the waveforms of the induced voltages of 1 slot-pitch search-coil

corresponding to smaller and larger airgaps are shown in Fig.6.10. The

saturation is effective over the entire magnetic circuit and the resultant

waves attain more or less equal, magnitudes. Due to saturation of the

smaller airgap region, the slot' ripples at the pole centre pulsate with

large amplitudes. The slot harmonic pulsations of the larger airgap'are

compartively smaller.

d) ,At 250V(UO% of the rated valt,age), lO.1A, 1800rpm, no-Ioad( s-O) ,

with 1-().5" the waveforms of the induced voltages of 1 slot-pitch signal

corresponding to smaller and larger airgaps .re. shown in Fig.6.11.. The

magnitudes of the fundamental' are more or less the same. Due'to severe

saturation at the centre of, the pole, the slot harmonic pulsation is very

large in the SUlaller ur,gap, region. Further", the s'aturat'ion is not

affecting the field wavefo,rm closer to the zero crossing, where the slot

ripples are over riding the sine wave without causing too much distortion.

The resul tant :wave, is peaked' and flat-topped since it is ri,ch in fifth and

,third harmonic's.

"

.' ,

e) Effect of loading

The waveforms of 'the induced, voltages of 1 slot-pitch search-:-coil

corresponding co the smaller and larger 'airgaps, at 230V (100% of rated

voltage), 2SA, l740rpm(s.3.33%), with £-0.5 is shown in the Fig.6�12. The

wave is still under, the influence of saturation. The' slot harmonic

pulsatioJls at:e larger in ,the smaller airgap than those in the larger

airgap.
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search-coils at 230V(lOO% of rated
voltage), 8.SAt 1800 rpm, no-load(s=O) with E=0.5
Ch I':Search-coil of 1 slot-pitch in the smaller airgap
Ch II:Search-coi1 of 1 slot-pitch in the Larger airgap
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Fig. 6.11 Waveforms of the induced voltages in
2 search-coils at 250V(ll0% of rated
voltage), lO.lA, 1800 rpm, no-load(s=O) with E=0.5

Ch I :Search-coil of 1 slot�pitch in the smaller airgap
Ch II:Search-coil of 1 slot-pitch in the larger airgap

,Fig. 6.12 Waveforms' of the inttttced voltages in
2 search-coils at 230V(100% of rated
voltage), 25A$ 1740 r�� (s=3.33%), E=0.5 with load

Ch I : Search-coil of 1 slot-pitch in the smaller airgap
Ch II: Search-coil of 1 slot-pitCh in the larger aiIgBf
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6�S.2 Core Flux Density �aves

As pointed out in the ea�lier discussions, the hamonic amplitudes

corresponding to emallel' and larger airgap are also different in the stator

back core. The ampiltude· difference will be higher at adv.anced

eccentricity levels showing moderate saturation.

a)
.

It was observed that at reduced applied voltages the effect of

saturation is negligible arid the resultant wave 1s closer to' a sinusoid. The

waveforms of' the induced volt.ages in the two search-coils located arouad

the core, corresponding to the smaller and larger aif:ga-ps, a.t 16iv(70% of

rated voltage), 4.lA, 1800rpm, no-load(s-O), with E-O.S are shown in

Fig.6.13. The amplitudes of the peak to peak values of the waves of the

smaller and larger- airgaps are 3.6 and 3.2 units respectively. ·'lbe

difference is equivalent to 12 .. -5% taking the smaller airgap value wave as a

reference. This is significant as far as the airgap flux distribution is

concerned.

b) The waveforllls of the induced voltages in 2 search-coils located

around the .core corresponding to the 8II'aller and larger airgaps at

230V(100% of rated voltage), 8.SA,. 1800rpm, no-load(s-O) is shown in'

Fig.6.14. The magnetic circuit saturation makes the waveforlll flater at the'

centre of the pole •. The difference is equivalent to 2.3% with the smaller

airgap wave as. a reference. 'rom this study, it is' observed that the

diff.erence.. in the flux density values corresponding to smaller and larger

airgap regions are dominant' at arcund 70% of the applied voltage and'

considerably less at the rated voltage. The difference in the flux density

influences the unbalanced magnetic pull. . Such an observation was recorded
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Fig. 6.13 Waveforms of the induced voltages
.

in 2 search-coils around the :core
at l6lV(70% of rated voltage}, 4.3A,
180Q rpm, no-load(s=O) with E�.5

.

Ch I : Search-coil in the smaller airgap
Ch II: Search-coil � the larger airgap
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Fig. 6:14 Waveforms of the induced voltages
in 2 search-coils around the core

at 230V(100% of rated voltage), 8.5A�·
1800 rpm, no-load(s-O) with &a0.5
Ch I- :. Search-coil in the smaller airgap
Ch II: Search-coil in the larger airgap

...,'
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Fig. 6.15 Waveforms of the induced voltages
in 2 'search-coils around the core

at l6lV(70% of rated voltage). 25A.
1740 rpm(s=3.33%) E-0.5 with.load
cb I : Search-coil in the smaller airgap

. Ch II: Search-coil in the larger airgap

: , ,'."

'
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Pig. 6.16 Waveforms of the induced voltages
in 2 search-coils around the core

at 230V(l00% of rated voltage).
25A, 1740 rpm(.s=3.33%) E=0.5 with
load
Ch I : Search-coil in the smaller airgap
Ch II: Search-coil in the larger airgap
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by Rosenberg in Ref. [49] •.

c) Effect of loading

The waveforms of the induced voltages of the 2 search-coils around the

'core situated in smaller and larger airgaps at 16lV(70% of rated voltage),

25A, 1740rpm(s-3.33%). with E-O.5 is shown in Fig.6.15. In the smaller

airgap region, the slot ripple pulsations.are more because of saturation at

the pole centre. The difference in the flUx density amounts to 11% with

the smaller airgap· wave as .reference. The waveforms of the induced·

voltages in two search-coils at 230V(lOO% of·· rated voltage), 2SA,

·shown in Fig.6.16. The resultant1740rpm(s-3.33%}, with E-O .• 5 are

amplitudes of both the waves aTe almost equal. The slo·t ripple pulsations

indicate that both the airgap regions are in moderate saturation in the

stator back.core.

6.6 Sh4ft-fluxdue to Stationary Eccentricity

In the machine with stationary eccentricity the sm�ller and the larger

airgaps are resPonsible . for . the differeuce in the flux densities as

discussed in the proceding sections. The flux density around· the airgap

periphery is of the nature as shown in Fig.6.17. Such a distribution leads

to a resultant flux which takes the shaft-path.

Some qualita�ive investigations were made using the stationary

search-coil around the shaft, which is described in Chapter [2]. It was

observed that th.e shaft-flux increases with increase in the applied voltage
.

as shown. in F1,8.·6.18 •. Further observations indicate that the peak-to-peak

amplitudes of the shaft-flux increases with increase in eccentricity. To
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corresponding to

smaller airgap

.

Fig. 6.11 Airgap· flux d.nsity wave· in a motor
with stati�ary eccentricity.

8

V
/
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__..�
4

16040 . 80 120

Applied voltage/phase, V

. F.ig. 6.18 Effect of applied voltage on

the shaft-flux at E - 0.75
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demonstrate this fact, the wa7e·f()rms of the induced voltages in the

shaft-flux search�coil and the search-coil around the core are displayed

when the machine operates at 230V(100%· of the rat.ed voltage), lO.4A,

l790rpm, no-load with the following eccentricities:

E-O, Fig.6.l9 (a),

EaO.375, Fig.6.19 (b), and

EaO.625, Fig.6.19 (c).

The induced voltages of the search-coil around the core is provided as

a reference wave at 60Hz.. The· nonsinusoidal nature of the shaft-flux

waveform is due to the presence of several harmonic frequencies.

It was found that· the study. related to the sbaft-flux and the

shaft-voltage is quite involved and it was felt that it is beyond the scope

of this thesis. Hence, it· wa.s not pursued further in gr�ater depth.
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.ChI:Shaft-flux search-coil
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ChII:Core-flux search-coil
..

(b) E • 0.375

Ch I: Shaft-flux search�coil

Ch II:
.

Core-flux search-coil

(c) E - 0.625
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(bottom waveJ

Ch ·11: Shaft-flux search-coil

(top wave)

Fig.6.19Waveform of the induced voltages in the 2 search-coils 'at 230V. (100% of rated voltage),
10.4A, 1790 rpm, no-load.
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7. . CONC�USI0N

An analysis for the determination of various fieldhamonic

frequencies of the cage induction motor has been developed in this

thesis. The analysis is based on the permeance method. In

general. any airgap asymmetry can be expressed in the form of a

permeance function. The MMF due to stator excitation is expressed

as a series of cosine functions. The field harmonic components

are·obtained by the procedure of term by term. multiplication of

the MIfF and the permaance equations. The airgap asymmetries due

to stator-r.otot' slotting. effects of saturation and the effects of

airgap eccentricity were considered. A step by step approach was

adopted to identify the general expression for the vari.o'us

families of harm.onic frequencies.

In order ee verify the validity of the aualysis. extensive

experimental investigations were carried out on a medium size cage

induction m.otor. A special test-rig was designed and 'fabricated to

set the airgap eccentricity to a desired value. Here again., a step

by step approaeh was ad.opted to study the individual harmonics.

To study the airgap field' harm.onics, different

search-coils were fitted in the narrow slot openings at different

slot-pitches. Search-coils were also provided around the core and

some teeth. .The following important conclusions are made.

1. In a machine with' uniforln. airgap. the study on the

ealcul'ated ali<l measured "harmonic frequenc ies reveal the fo llowing :

(i). The n-th· stator .MMF field induces a voltage in the stator

search-coil at n ti�s the supply frequency when saO due to rocor
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reaction. . A harmonic frequency test when the rotor is at

standstill reveals all the MMF harmonic frequencies according to

the rule (1+6c)f, where c.0,+1,+2.... •. The absence of even

harmonics is confirmed.

(ii) Stator-rotor
.

alotting is responsible for the slot

harmonic frequency. A fTequency plot at low applied,voltage to

the stator actually shows the slot harmonic frequencies.

2. In a machine with uniform airgap the predicted additional

fr$.quencies are�

(i) Saturation harmonic frequencies and

(ii) Frequencies. due to slot harmonic sidebands caused "y

saturation.

A harmonic frequency plot with rated applied voltage, at s-O,

confirms the presence of the predicted frequencies.

3. The presence of stationary eccentricity does not· produce

'any ·additional harmonic frequency. However, stationary

eccentricity produces harmonics with new pole pairs such as (p±1),

(5P±1), (S-R±p±l) t·· (S-R±5p:!:1), etc.

4. In a machine with stationary eccentricity, the presence of

saturation produces new· harmonic frequencies. However, these

harmonic frequencies coincide with saturation harmonic frequencies

produced when the Mchtne possesses uniform airgap.

5. In. a _chine· with rotating eecentricity, new harmonic

frequencies close to the fundamental and additional slot harmonic
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frequencies are created. This was not verified experimentally in

the course of the investigations reported here.

The frequency �elations due to. the MMF harmonics, slot

harmonic sidebands due to saturation are.in agreement with the

3,8,20
results given by previous investigators Further it may be

mentioned that the saturation frequency produced by st.ationary

eccentricity, and the frequencies created by the presence of

rotating eccentricity have not ·.been reported else where. ' Thus, ·a

step by step approach simplifies the probl_ to a large· e�tent, .

and it has been useful in the identification of the frequencies

with respect to its origin. . The systematic approach and

identification of new frequencies form the coatribution of the

studies presented in this thesis.

Further, in the course of experimental inves·tigations· on the

machine with uniform airgap, the following additional information

was obtained.

1. To measure the harmon.ic fields with reasonable accuracy,

it is appropriate t� choose the search-coil with 1 slot-pitch.

2. At no-load, tbe largest harmonic component is the fifth

harmonic at 300Hz in the case of the machine investigated.

3. lbe dominant MMF and triplen harmonic components drop as

the load current is increased. 'lbe first order slot harmonic

components inerea.e appreciably with the increase in the load

current. 'lbe slot harmonics are mainly responsible for.vibrations.

and· noise in a motor.



4. At redueed applied voltaget it is evident from the

waveforms that saturation is negligible. At rated voltaget the

nonsinusoidal. nature of the waveform is mainly due to the

saturation of the magnetic circuit.

5. By displaying the waveforms of the induced volt'ages in the

search-coils of 1 and 8 slot-pitchest it was found that the

vectorial addition· of induced voltages from different slots

actually filters the harmonics to a greater extent in the

seat:ch-coil of·8 slot-pite:h.

6. The. waveform of the core flux at the rated voltage and

.

no-load condition is nonsinusoidal in nature and the high

frequency slot ripple content is less.

7. The. waveform of the 1 slot-pitch signal fluctuates. to a

very large extent caused by ripples under loaded conditions.

8. 111e core flux density cO'?-tains slot harmonic ripples which

are responsible for high frequency losses when the motor is

loaded.

In earlier
1,3tI3,20,36t37

investigations the effects of

relative amplitudes of harmonics were not discussed. In this

. context, the identific·ation. of the dominant nature of slot

harmonics and. reduction. in MMl and trj.plen harmonics is evident in

the present study when the motor is loaded.

In the course of investigation on the nature of different

harmonics' in the' machine with stationary eccentricity, the

.following additional information was obtained.
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L Corre�U..a to ...tiel' '_ :J,ugar .irga�, ·tb aat.plituae

of harmonic components were larger and smaller respectively. The

difference in ;'amplitudes is responsible for additional effects.

2. At no-load, the fifth harmonic was dominant.

3. Under loaded conditions, the first Qrder slot harmonics

were dominant. Further, the first order slot harmonic sidebands

became appreciable. Also, some of the higher order slo·t harmonics

acquire significant amplitudes�

.

'It was· adequately deaonstraeed that the slot harmonics, slot

harmonic sidebands due to saturation and higher order slot

harmonics become appreciable in a motor with stationary

eccentricity under load c:onditious.

Eccentricity divert.s a par.t of the airgap flux in the shaft

circuit. This flux may cause damage to the bearings resulting

from bearing currents.
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1. Data of the experimental motor.

a) Name. plate details:

lO-hp, 230/460 V, 3 phase, 60 Hz, 25/12.5 A�1740rpm.class B.
b) Design det·ails

Outer. diameter of the stator lamination 0.3048 m

Diameter of the stator bore 0.1524 m

Outer. diameter of the rotor 0.1516 m

Radial airgap .0.40 mm

Stator stack length 0.106.m

'Number of poles 4

Pole pitch 0.1197 m

Flux per pole 6.1 mWb

Numbe.r. of stator slots 36

Stator slot (as shown in ) .Fig.A.!.l

Stator slot opening. 2.5 mm

Average stator teeth width 6mm

Stator back core depth 17 mm

Stator slot pitch 13.3 mm

Number of conductors per slot . 26

468Total conductors in series per phase

Conduc tor size 2 X SWGl19

Type of winding Double layer,lap

Coil pitch 1 - 8 slots

Connection: diagram Fig.A.1.2

Number of rotor slots 43

Rotor slot pitch 11.14 mm



Rotor slot opening
Type of rotor slot

c) Calculated data

Pitch fa-ctor

1

0.9848
-

0.955

0.94

. Distribution fa-ctor

Winding factor

CarterOs co-efficient

CorTee ted airgap

136

1 DIll

Semi-closed

Order of harmonic
3 5

\
7

0.86 0.642 0.342
.

0.637 0.191. -0.136

0.552 0.121 -0.047

1.145

0.43.5 DIll

d) Equivalent circuit parameters per phase

Stator resistance

Stator leaka.ge reac�ance

M4gnetising reactance

Rotor resistance referred to stator.

Rotor reactance referred to stator

d) Test c.onditions

Supply voltage(line to ·line)

Supply frequency

Number of phases

Rated line current at full load

Slip ar rated load

Rated no-load current at 230 V
.

Stator connection diagram

0.22 ohms

0.46 Ohms

21.6 Ohms

o • 24/s OhDl$

0.46 Ohms

230 V

60 Hz

3

25 A

0.033

8.5 A

Fig.A.I •.2(b)

2. Name plate details of the dynamometer as generator.

8.5/17 kW, 230/460V, 1450/2750rpm.·
Field �exc-i:t...tiiOl1: .250V, O. 9A.
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38

Fig.A_l.l Detail$ of $tator slot

(All dimensions a:re in mDl)

c

----- -- -

T----

16 21

.A B c

(a) (b).

Fig .A.1. 2 Connection d·iagram

(a) Connection for. 460V .

(b) Connection for 230V

A, B, C - Supply terminals
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